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► Kentucky tradition
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Kentucky's trademark
beverage makes an
appearance in this week's
Accent. Check out the
history and current trends
in the bourbon industry on
page Bl

Progress
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RLC
debates
family
housing

Running on

EMPTY

BY MEGAN HANSEN

Around&About editor

Brockton family housing resident Robert D'Angelo has wanted a say in what goes on in the
Residence I.ife*l nuncil and the
university community as a whole
since he moved from Brockton
efficiency apartments to
Brockton family housing last

semester.

•
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Gas prices jump this season
Students, community find alternatives to
driving, search for cheaper gas prices
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

The Organization of go up in the summer,
Petroleum
Fxporting Belcher said.

Managing editor

While g*as prices have
been down and up. according
to AAA. prices reached an alllime high last week. The
national average hit nearly
$1.74 per gallon for self-serve

Countries
confirmed
Wednesday their decision to
cut production, initially
made in February, will now
be Implemented. Starting
today OPEC will reduce production by I million barrels

regular grade gasoline.

a day.

There arc several reasons for the hike in prices
according to Ann Belcher.
AAA Bluegrass/Kentucky
public relations coordinator.
"The price for crude oil
is up to about $38 a barrel,"
Belcher said Monday.

"China's demand for gas
has gone up." Belcher said.
this affects the United
States because there fs a
higher demand for the same
supply, but China's demand
isn't the only one affecting
our prices — prices always

More people travel in the
summer and use more fuel.
Belcher said this causes
higher prices because it is
harder to meet travelers'
demands.
Also summer means more
stringent fuel restrictions to
cut down on pollution in the
air, in turn causing a different mixture of gasoline that
makes prices at the pump
jump.
The current average for
self-serve regular grade
gasoline price in Kentucky is

about $1.66. Last month it
was only about $1.60. and in
2003 it was nearly $1.58.
However, Kentucky's prices
may seem like a relief to
those in Nevada, Hawaii and
California where the average prices are more than
$2.00.
Jackie Lavigne, a junior
recreation and parks administration
major,
said
Kentucky prices are plenty
high; her drive to campus is
getting expensive. Though
she lives in Richmond, she
has noticed a significant
jump in prices.
"1 come to campus every
day." Lavigne said. "That
means I have to put more
and more gas in my car and
it's getting expensive."
Lavigne jokingly said she
might have to start car pool-

ing. She said in the past she
only car pooled because her
car broke down or if something occurred beyond her
control.
"I don't like to rely on
other people to get around."
she said.
But some students feel
the gas crunchniiorc fickle
Kussell. a communications
disorders major from
Owsley County, spends an
hour and 20 minutes on her
way to and from school
three times a week.
She said her parents help
her out with gas money, but
that money "could definitely
be used for something better."
She said she hasn't really
thought about how to cut
See GAS. A3

Country music rocks AC after t\yo years
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

Student Activities Council
announced Monday tickets
for this semester's concert
are on sale. Diamond Rio and
Brian McComas will take the
stage at Alumni Coliseum on
April 19,
According lo Amber
Jones, vice president of
Student Activities Council, a
concert committee came up
with three possible bands to
bring to campus to discuss
openly in SAC. They then
narrowed ii down to two
bands.
"It was between (Diamond
Rio)
and
I
think
Montgomery Gentry, and we
decided to go with Diamond
Rio more so because
Montgomery Gentry has
bnii played a lot up at UK in
Lexington," Jones said.
Jey Marks, assistant director of student involvement
and leadership, said Eastern
had a couple bids on different country bands but

received confirmation from
Diamond Kin early this

semester. SAC confirmed
McComas last week.
Jones said the combination
of Diamond Rio. an older
country band, and Brian
McComas. a newer country
musician, will draw in fans of
older and newer country eras.
"Brian McComas actually
has a really good hit out. I
think it's called '99.9 Percent
Sure.' That's good because
Diamond Rio is a little bit of
an older country group, and
we wanted a younger opening act to meet all the needs
oi the audience," Jones said.
Jones said SAC wanted a
country act this semester
because several sludenls said
they were interested in seeing country bands on campus.
"We haven't had a country
act since Rascal Flatts,"
Jones said "And a lol ul people said they'd like In see
another country act."
Marks and Jones said they
expect a gimd turnout bom
thi' campus and community
because country music is
popular in this area.
Tickets are on sale now at

D'Angelo was elected to represent Brockton efficiency apartmentS in RLC, and when he was
given the opportunity to move to
Brockton family housing he
couldn't pass it up. He didn't
know his move would cost him
his spot as an RLC representa
live.
"I wanted lo give the residents
of Brockton family housing a
voice." D'Angelo said.
D'Angelo couldn't represent
Brockton family housing
because Brockton family housing was not written into RI.C's
bylaws. He then wrote a resolution to try lo gel family housing included in RI.C's bylaws
and to get a representative on
the council.
D'Angelo said the proposed
resolution to make Brockton
family housing a part of RIC was
a means to get Brockton family
housing recognized.
D'Angelo wants Brockton
family housing to receive the
benefits other on-campus students receives
"We pay year-round and don't
gel any of the benefits." D'Angelo
said.
Despite D'Angelo'S efforts,
RIC decided not to pass the reso

lutkm.

"The council decided they didn't wanl Brockton family housing
included," said C.E. Huffman.
vice president ol residence life,
who leads RLC meetings.
Brockton family housing is
not part of tin ( Mice of Housing
like residence halls and Brockton
j efficiency apartments. Brockton
I family housing is part of Facility
Services.
"Facility Services is the middle man. We go lo them to pay
rent and sign pa|>crs." D'Angelo
said. They make sure the place
is acceptable and don't do anything else."
Brockton family housing has
been a pan of Facility Services
for "many main years" said
Kenna Middleton. director of
housing.
Sec BROCKTON. A3
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Diamond Rio will perform at 8 p.m. April 19 at Alumni Coliseum with country new-comer Brian McComas

the Powell information desk.
Full-time students' tickets
are S12 and 700 will be given
access to the floor. To purchase these tickets students
must present a valid student
II) when buying tickets and

when entering the concert.
No credit cards or checks
will be accepted.
Non-students can purchase
tickets at any Ticketmaster
location or www.ticketmaster.com for $20.

The concert will be at 8
p.m. April 19 in Alumni
Coliseum.
Reach Katie at
kathrrine_weitkam@eku.edu

►Reminder
Diamond Rio tickets
are now on sale at
the Powell Building
information desk.
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► News Briefs

► Police Beat: March 20-March 27
Compiled by Melissa Engle

March 20
Kurtis E. Parson. 19, of
Campbellsville. was arrested
for and charged with alcohol
intoxication and possession
by a minor.
Joshua L. Bischoff. 19.
of Louisville, was arrested
for and charged with operating a motor vehicle under
the influence of drugs, possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
March 22
Jordan Bivens reported
two of her Sony Playstation
games stolen from her room
in Telford Hall.
Jessica T. Hankey. 18. of
Dayton. Ohio, was charged
with possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of
alcohol by a minor.
Allyson L. Simpson. 18,
of LaGrange. was charged
with possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia.
March 23
Christopher
T.
Holtzclaw reported the
license plate to his vehicle
had been stolen while parked
in the Carter Lot.

BEERS
WINES
LIQUORS
&F00D
from
around the
WORLD!

Sherry Scott reported
she was hit on the shoulder,
by a classmate during class,
causing her to fall down.

phernalia.
Robby C. Johnson. 21. of
Richmond, was arrested for
and charged with possession
of drug paraphernalia, two
counts of possession of a controlled substance and disorderly conduct.
Gerritt C. Jones. 19. of
Commonwealth Hall, was
arrested for and charged
with possession of marijuana,
possession of drug paraphernalia and two counts of possession of a controlled substance.

Aaron Wilch reported a
broken door in a bathroom
stall in Clay Hall.

A Keene Hall resident
reported harassing phone
calls.

Gregory A. Burton was
charged with possession of
marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia.

William Grant, front
desk worker in Keene Hall,
reported a resident escorting
a visitor out of the building
who was belligerent and then
left.

Debbie Thacker reported a fight in the Powell
Cafeteria.
March 24
Juan C harry reported a
circular dent to the fender of
his vehicle while it was parfted
in the Commonwealth Hall
Lot.
v

March 26
Sara Goodman reported
her wallet missing from her
room in Case Hall.

Tiffany Kilbourn reported a window broken in Todd
Hall.
March 27

(

Former Progress
editors honored as
leaders
Recent graduates Jamie
Vinson and Jennifer Rogers
have been selected as leaders
of the student press in North
America by the Associate
Collegiate Press. Both 2003
graduates are recognized as
top student-journalists for
March. Vinson and Rogers
worked at The Progress for
four years while attending
Eastern.

"Dangling
Conversations"
discusses 13 topics
The department of criminal justice and police studies
will host a mini-conference
April 8-9 in Room 333 of the
Stratton Building and April
10 in the Stratton Mezzanine.
There will be 13 topics introduced for conversation. It is
free and open to the public.

Ashley Johnson reported
her TI-83 calculator and her
universal remote control
missing from her room in
Walters Hall.

A Burnam Hall resident reported harassing telephone calls.

Series on getting
published offered
this month

Frank Edward Lee. Jr..
19, of Cumberland, was
arrested for and charged
with possession of marijuana
and possession of drug para-

Christi Kean reported
damage to a street light
between the Coates Building
and the Blanton House on
University Drive.

Mark Garrett, Stephen
King's first editor, will present his workshop called
"How to be Published"
Friday-Sunday in the Perkins

Building. Registration is
required prior to the workshop. The cost is $42 per
evening session and $64 per
day session.
Friday will be "A Guide to
Publishing" from 1-4 p.m. and
"Screenwriting" from 6-9 p.m.
Saturday will be "How to be a
Published Author" from 9
a.m.-4 p.m. and "Short Story
and Novel Feedback" from 69 p.m. Sunday is "Creating a
Novel" from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Second annual
faculty senate
budget forum held
Tuesday
The
second
annual
Faculty Senate Budget
Forum will be held 1:30
p.m.-3 p.m. Tuesday in
Room 108 of the Crabbe
Library. Provost Lyle Cook
and vice president for
finance and administration
Ken Johnston will be on
hand to discuss the budget.

Health sciences
hosts Spring Career
Day
The College of Health
Sciences will host its Spring 2004
Career Day from 9 a.m.-noon
Friday in Alumni Coliseum.

Compiled by Linda Pollock
There will be more than 30
potential employers available
with whom students can talk.
For a complete list of participants go to www.ced.eku.edu.

Deadline
approaching for
faculty grants
The deadline to receive applications from the faculty for
internal grants is Monday. The
University Research Committee
has announced a total of $ 11,277
available for grants. The application and criteria are available at
www.reasearch.eku.edu/URC/f
orms/Forms.htm.
For more information call
Scott Tracy at 622-3636.

Environmental fair
comes to Eastern's
campus
Eastern's Earth Days in
the Cumberlands Environmental Fair will be from 10
a.m.-4 p.m., April 22, near
the Powell Building. There
will be speakers, activities
informational tables, workshops and music by the
Betweeners.
If any department or organization would like to host a
table during the fair, e-mail
appstudies@eku.edu or call
622-3065.

band: $ (undisclosed amount)

soy cappuccinos:'$250

**""

make-up & wardrobe: $7000

camera crew: $ 1200 a day

Cgrhqrtt^l

Irregular

Shorts Or Jeans

$1Q99

19

you are here: priceless

120S. Keeneland Dr.
off Exit 90,1-7S

623-7938
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OFKENTICKY
Are you interested in:
• Maintaining or
accenting progress
towards dagr««?
• Enhancing your job stdls?
• Pursuing a subject
matter that has long
Interested you?

hoobastar*
.•
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Go to mastercard.com to apply for an internship making a music video for the band Hoobastank.
there are some things money can't buy. for everything else there's MasterCard."

MasterCard
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Attend Summer
Sessions at the
University of Kentucky
May 11-June 8
and/or
June 10-August 5
Please call

(800) 432-0963 or
(859)257-8126
for further information.
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GAS: Prices expected to rise,
summer brings more costly fuel
Get most
u
from gas
tank fill-up
When it was up
From Page Al

down on her gas usage, and in
the year she has been attending Eastern she said she hasn't
noticed a significant increase
in what she pays for gas, which
is anywhere between $20 and
S40 per week.
Commuters aren't the
only ones to feel the effects
of the price hikes. Brittney
Claycomb, a freshman forensic science major, said she
hasn't been able to go to her
Shelby County home as often
as she did before.
"I used to go home every
other weekend at least for a
day or two," Claycomb said.
This semester, however, she
has only been home for one
full weekend.
Wendy
Bennett,
an
employee of Clark's Shell
Station on the Eastern
Bypass, said she tries to buy
her gas at stations located
away from the interstate.
"The funny thing about it
is the farther you get from
the interstate, the cheaper
the prices are," Bennett said.
Bennett said she has
heard customers complain
about the price of gas; however, with a recent drop she
hasn't heard as much grumbling from patrons.
"When it was up to Si.79
people were saying things
like 'If it goes up anymore
we aren't going to be able to
afford (gas),'" Bennett said.
Shelby Bailey, a team
leader at Main Street
Chevron, said she is hearing
more and more from customers about the increase,
though she said the consistently lower prices at her station help keep a steady
stream of customers.
"There's always someone
at the pumps." Bailey said.
One of the biggest tips
AAA gives to travelers is to
make sure automobiles are
well maintained. She also
suggests getting gas before
the car's tank is empty,
which helps prevent getting
stuck in an area where
expensive gas is sold.

to $1.79 people
were saying
things like 'If it
goes up
anymore we
aren't going to
be able to afford
(gas)."
—Wendy Bennett
Clark's Shell Station cashier

»
"Aggressively look around
for better prices." Belcher
said. "You need to let them
know consumers aren't going
to pay high prices (for gas)."
She said the loss of sales will
force higher priced gas stations to lower their rates.
One of the easiest things
people can do to cut costs is
to car pool, splitting the gas
prices among other passengers. Also try not to gas-up
on the weekends when gas
costs the most
While gas prices may be
keeping some students from
weekend trips. Belcher said
AAA hasn't seen a decline in
road travel.
"Our counselors are still
busy making TripTiks." she
said.
To help find cheaper gas
prices visit www.kentu.ckygasprices.com, a site allowing users to post the cheapest and most expensive gas
prices they spot.
Reach Katie at
katherine weitkam1lieku.edu

• Gas caps — About 17
percent of the vehicles on
the roads have damaged,
loose or missing gas caps,
causing 147 million gallons
of gas to vaporize every year.
• Tires — When tires
aren't inflated properly it's
like driving with the parking
brake on and can cost an
extraynile or two per gallon.
• Spark Plugs — A vehicle
can have either four, six or
eight spark plugs, which fire
as many as three million
times every 1,000 miles,
resulting in a lot of heat and
electrical and chemical erosion. A dirty spark plug causes misfiring, which wastes
fuel. Spark plugs need to be
replaced regularly.
•Air filters — An air filter
clogged with dirt, dust and
bugs chokes off the air and
creates a "rich" mixture —
too much gas being burned
for the amount of air, which
wastes gas and causes the
engine to lose power.
Replacing a clogged air filter can improve gas mileage
by as much as 10 percent,
saving about 15 cents a gallon.
•If your vehicle doesn't
require premium fuel then
don't use it. Most vehicles
work fine with a lower grade
of octane.
• Think about using a
credit card offering a gas
rebate when you pay at the
pump. The AAA Visa offers
members a five percent gas
rebate applied to their balance.
• Information courtesy of
AAA Bluegrass.

SGA announces election candidates
BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

And the race is on.
Candidates running for
Student
Government
Association positions were
announced Wednesday by Matt
Schumaker. SGA associate chief
of staff after he verified all met
GI'A requirements.
SGA president and executive
vice president slates include:
• Lance Melching for presidcnl; Colmon Elridge for executive vice president.

• Craig Pike for president;
Susan DeHart for executive vice
president
• J.C. Young for president:
Amy Jo Smith for executive vice
president.
Candidates for Resident Life
Council Vice President include:
• Jeffrey Conner
• C.E. Huffman
• Dametta Sanders
• Christopher Thomason
Candidates for Student
Activities Council Vice President
include:
• Lindsey Baker

• Donna Hammons

•TiaHa
Candidates will debate at 7
p.m. Monday in the Student
S.TvkvsrkJik*i«AiidaWioum.
For the names of thorn- running for seats on RLC. SAC and
the Student Senate visit The
Progress onine at www.eastern
progress.com.
See next week's issue far pn>
files of the candktak-s and adtfitionalSGA election coverage.
Reach Atom mt
adorn _baker399**m. eto

BROCKTON: Family housing won't join RLC
From Page Al

"I have been in housing for
over 10 years, and it's been like
that since I've been here," she
said.
The Office of Mousing gives
RLC $1.75 for every person who
lives in the residence halls and
Brockton efficiency apartments,
but not for those living in
Brockton family housing. The
money RLC receives from the
Office of Housing goes to fund
programs and hall councils.
Huffman said.
"RI.C does not get any money
for the people that live in
Brockton family housing."
Huffman said.
Chris Thomason is the resident assistant representative on
RLC. Thomason voted against
the resolution to make Bnx'kton
family housing part of RLC.
"I felt there is truly not an
interest," Thomason said. "Since
Brockton family housing does
not pay a fee. they would get programs for nothing."
'ITiomason also believes the
residents of Brockton family
housing have different needs
and concerns.
"They have families."

Thomason said.
Samantha Sapp is a Case Hall
representative on RLC. She also
voted against the resolution.
"Since they don't pay a fee. it
wouldn't be fair," Sapp said. "I
think they need to be represented but not in the constitution."
Sapp believes there is little
interest from Brockton family
housing residents.

"I feel (RLC is) making uninformed decisions," Huffman
said. "They made the assumption that Robert D'Angelo was
the only one that wanted to be a
part of RLC."
"The resolution was put on
the floor without any notification
of anyone involved." D'Angelo
said.
Huffman believes there is a
need for Brockton family housing to be represented.
"It saddened me because we
are pushing people out,"
Huffman said. "I sort of disagree
with this, but I don't get a vote."
Huffman does not vote on
matters before RLC. Since he is
the body's vice president, he
only votes in case of a tie.
"Brockton family housing
needs some sort of representation, but RLC might not be the
place," Middleton said.
Middleton thinks the programmatic needs of Brockton
family housing need to be
researched.
They have different needs,"
Middleton said.
RLC represents over 5,000
undergraduate students, mainly
traditional, who are under the
age of 21. Middleton said. RLC
gears their programs to the traditional residence hall student.
This doesn't mean RLC and
Brockton family housing could
not work together, Middleton
said.
Their focus may not be the
same." Middleton said. "Maybe
we can go back to the drawing
board for Brockton family housing."
«•

Since RLC voted not to
include Brocktun amir/ housing
in the council, D'Angelo »looking at other efforts to improve
Brockton family housing.
"After reviewing everything it
would be more advantageous fnr
I in >ckton family housing to start
our own committee." D'Angelo
said.
D'Angelo beieves it shouldn't
be the students' resuunsMfcy In
try to get Brockton fanufy housing represented in RLC.
"It should start with the
administration," D'Angelo sakL
Eastern needs to look at what
will benefit the residents of
Brockton family housing and
develop programs that wil benefit Brockton family housing and
help enhance retention,
D'Angelo said.
"Acadetnkwise we don't get
anything that other on-campus
students get," D'Angelo said.
Huffman is hoping to set up a
residence Bfc fee for al students
living on campus.
This would direct money
from Brockton family housing,"
Huffman said. "It will bring
money in Brockton family housing."
D'Angelo n trying to set up
an open forum with Brockton
family housing residents and university administration*.
The university administration needs to be more proactive
with what will be good for
Brockton family housing,"
D'Angelo said.
Reach Megan at
megan_hanten49«km.emi

The College of Health Sciences Career Day
April 2.2004 (Friday)
9 a.m. - Noon
Alumni Coliseum, Auxiliary Gym

Majors sought by Businesses/Organizations listed
Key for Programs;
ADN = Associate Degree Nursing
BGN = Baccalaureate & Grad Nursing
CFS = Child and Family Studies
CLS = Clinical Laboratory Science Program
EHS = Environmental Health Science Program
ESS/PE = Exercise and Sport Science & Physical
Education
FCS = Family and Consumer Sciences
HI = Health
HPA = Health Promotion & Administration
Army EKU ROTC, Richmond. KY - BGN
American Nursing Care. Lexington. KY - ADN/BGN/OT
Army Medical Department. Lexington. KY - ADN/BGN/BSN/ EHS/OT
Baptist Health System of East Tennessee. Knoxville. TN - ADN/BGN/CIS
Baptist Hospital East. Louisville. KY - ADN/BGN/CLS/OT
Blount Memorial Hospital, Maryville. TN - OT
Cardinal Hill Rehabilitation Hospital Lexington, KY - ADN/BGN/HI/OT
Clark Memorial Hospital JeffersonviMe IN • ADN/BGN/ClS
Clark Regional Medical Center. Winchester. KY - ADN/ BSN/ BGN/CLS
Comprehensive Home Health Care. Sharonville, OH - ADN/BGN/ OT
Covenant Health, Knoxville, TN - ADN/BGN/CLS/HI/MAP/OT
Drake Center, Cincinnati. OH - ADN/BGNAOT
Eastern State Hospital, Lexington, KY - ADN/BGN/HP&A/C&FS
Ephraim McDowell Health. Danville KY - ADN /BSN /BGN /CLS
Extendicare Health Services Milwaukee, Wl - OT
Frankfort Regional Medical Center, Frankfort, KY - ADN/BGN/OT
Hardin Memorial Hospital. Elizabethtown. KY - ADN/BSN/BGN/OT
Health Alliance, Cincinnati OH - ADN/BGNAXS/E&SSPEAV1APA3T
Health Alliance, Cincinnati OH - ADN/BGN
Healthcare Therapy Services Indianapolis IN - OT
HealthSouth Northern Kentucky Edgewood. KY - ADN/BGN/OT
James B Haggin Memorial, Harrodsburg. KY - ADN/BGN/CLS/HP&A/OT
Jewish Hospital, Louisville, KY • ADN/BGN/CLS
Kindred Hospital Louisville. KY - ADN/BGN/BSN

Laureli Heights Home for the Elderly. London. KY - ADNA9GNMAP
Life Point Hospitals Georgetown. KY - ADN/BGN
Lincoln Trail Behavioral Health System, RaddMf. KY - ADN/BGN
Madison County Health Department. Richmond. KY - ADN/BGNAOT
Manchester Memorial Hospital. Manchester. KY -.ADN/BGN
Marymount Medical Center, London. KY - ADN/BSN/BGN/CLS/NFF
Naval Reserve Great Lakes. IL - BGN/CLS
Norton Healthcare, Louisville, KY • ADN/BSN/BGN/CLS
Owensboro Medical Health System. Owensboro. KY - ADN/BGN/OT
Pattie A Clay Regional Medical Center. Richmond. KY - ADN/BGN
Pikeville Methodist Hospital Pikeville. KY - ADN/BGN/CLS/OT
Pineville Community Hospital. Pineville. KY - ADN/ BGN/CLS/E&SS
Professional Home Health Care agencies Inc . London, KY - ADN/ BGN
Saint Claire Regional Medical Center. Morehead. KY ADN/BGN/CLS/E&SS/MAPAOT
Saint Joesph HeafthCare. Lexington, KY - ADN/BGNACLS/OT
Southern Ohio Medical Center Portsmouth. OH - ADN/BGN/BSNADLSM
St Elizabeth Medical Center, Edgewood. KY - ADN/BGN
UK School of Public Health. Lexington. KY
University of KY Medical Center, Lexington, KY - ADNA9GN
University of Louisville Hospital. Louisville. KY - ADN/BSN/BGN
VA Medical Center. Lexington. KY ADN/BGN
West Tennessee Hospital, Jackson, TN • ADN«SN/BGN/CLSMM3T
The Hentage and The Terrace, Corbin KY - ADN/BSN

:

'
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Events raise environmental awareness Heat to stay on
in dorms for now
Earth Days offers art exhibits, 44

tree plantings, county clean-up

Meadowbrook Farm with its
watershed celebration, which
will consist of stream assessments for area schools and
community groups.
It will continue on
Saturday.
"EKU is blessed to be situated in a region of undeniable
beauty, with a rich and varied
human cultural fabric that
has strong til-* to the landscape ... Earth Days in the
Cumberlands helps us put
the F' back into EKU," Jones
said.
Three artists will discuss
"holding an historical mirror
up to the present moment:
the theatrical recreation of
Robert Kennedy's visit to
Eastern Kentucky" from 5:307:30 p.m. April 7 at the
Center for Appalachian
Studies. :{(Mt Summit St.
Kentucky poet Frank X.
Walker will present "Buffalo
Dance: the Journey of York"
at 2 p.m. Thursday in the
Grand Reading Room of the
Crabbe Library.
"Frank X. Walker has
made a name for himself as a
strong and resonant voice for
the often unrecognized non-

BY LINDA POLLOCK

News writer

It's that time of year again
when Eastern students get a
chance to hug a tree or at
least show this region that its
students care.
Eastern will kick off its
month-long Earth Day celebration Friday.
April features a wide variety of educational programs,
volunteer opportunities and
events as part of Earth Days
in the Cumberlands.
"These are great opportunities for folks to get out.
enjoy the spring weather, and
make a real and tangible difference in the local area,"
said Alice Jones, associate
professor of geography and
Earth days co-chair.
"Having a strong showing
at the watershed celebration
tree planting and county-wide
clean-up challenge would be a
great message for the university to send to the surround
ing community: we're here,
and we care," Jones said.
Earth Days celebration
kicks off from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
April
2
at
Eastern's

These are
great
opportunities
for folks to get
out, enjoy the
spring weather
and make a
real tangible
difference in
the local area.
—Alice Jones
Earth Days co-chair

»
white part of Appalachian culture and history. He's a true
regional gem." Jones said.
She described him as a
"must-see for every EKU student."
Other activities include
artist exhibits, trie planting.
a county clean-up and a 5K
run.
The 5K Run for the Planet
will be at 9:30 a.m. April 24

starting at the Stratton
Building. For registration,
call 622-3065.
"A must-see is the showing
of the film. Thoughts in the
Presence of Fear' which will
feature Wendell Berry, upon
whose essay the film is
based." Jones said.
"Wendell Berry is an internationally recognized living
legend as both a fiction and
non-fiction writer, and we are
extremely honored and excited by his presence," Jones
said.
The film will be shown at 7
p.m. April 21 in the Posey
Auditorium of the Stratton
Building.
The event is a fund-raiser
for the Kentucky Riverkeeper
and Kentuckians for the
Commonwealth so donations
will be accepted.
An environmental fair will
be from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. April
22 outside the Powell building.
Organizations interested
should call 622-3065.
For a complete schedule of
events throughout the month
of
April
visit
www.appalachainstudies.eku.
edu/earthdays.

Reach Linda at
Hnda_pollock3iteku. edu

Mock trial team places third in tourney
Two Eastern students earn individual
awards in national competition
vidual awards for their participation.
Danielle Mathews. from
Stanton. was named outstanding attorney and ail-American
trial participant.
Sarah
Navarro. from Lexington, was
named outstanding witness.
"The mock trial tournament
works with big top ten schools
like Harvard." said Sheena
Moran, one of the attorneys
from the team (Winning third
place) puts Fastern on a
renowned national scale."
Some of the schools at
Eastern included George
Washington
University.
Marquette University and the
University of Illinois.
The
team
includes

BY LINDA POLLOCK

News writer

Eastern placed third in a
national mock trial tournament
held on campus in March, and
many of its participants earned
individual distinctions.
The team of nine Eastern
students won third place
against 39 other institutions
and won six ballots out of eight
possible.
The case the teams competed over involved a hockey player who killed another man at
the game.
They had to defend and
prosecute throughout the competition.
Two students earned indi-

«

(Winning third place) puts Eastern
on a renowned national scale.
—Sheena Moran
Mock trial participant

»
Mathews, Navarro. Moran.
Aaron Stack. Kalen Bruce,
Tracy Gragston. Brittany
Benefleld, Jennifer Thomas
and Dale Perry.
According to the AMTA
Web site, the goal of the program is "to give undergraduate
students an opportunity to
learn first-hand about the work
of trial attorneys, understand
the judicial system, develop
critical thinking and enhance

communication skills."

Moran said she joined
mock trial because she wants
to be an attorney.
"It has been the most valuable experience since I've been
at EKU," Moran said. "It made
me look forward to being a
lawyer."
Reach Linda at
linda_pollock3iieku.edu

Air conditioning
needed in halls,
students say
Bv ADAM BAKER
News editor

Although campus is cooling off again, last week temperatures reached above-normal highs for the season —
causing many residence halls
to become uncomfortable.
Clay Hall resident Atiya
Ross said she has tried using
her fan, but it does not help.
"I've got a fan, but it's just
blowing around the hot air, it's
not doing a whole lot," said
Ross, a communication disorders major from Dayton.
Ohio.
She said her room got so
hot last week she simply tried
staving, out as much as possible.
"It's hotter in here than it is
outside," she said.
Ross, a junior, explained
the heat is a problem every
year. She said the university
should turn the air conditioning on earlier to avoid the
uncomfortable conditions for
residents.
James Street, director of
Facilities Services, said the
choice to switch from heat to
air conditioning on campus is
based on both technological
services and past experience.
"We make the decision on
when the heat plant is shut
down for the season, and the
chillers are started based on
weather and climate data combined with our experience to
try to minimize the discomfort
of our customers," he said.
Street explained while
recently it has been rather
warm, forecasts predict future
nighttime temperatures near
30 degrees and daytime highs
near 50 degrees.
"Both conditions require
heat," he said. "Our historical
experience suggests that the
transfer of heating to cooling
before April 15 is too early
because we will invariably
experience a stretch of fairly
cold weather until that time."
Street noted once the transition from heat to air conditioning is made, the university

cannot go back to heal
"It's very important to not
jump the gun on starting the
cooling season," he said.
Street said Facilities
Services typically starts looking at forecasts and begin
planning the heat plant shutdown around April 15.
This year he said they considered shutting the heat
down last week, but "based on
historical experience" decided
not to.
Street explained the next
few days could be "very
uncomfortable" without heat.
"We'll be looking at the
long range trends again on
Monday, and in between,
(then) try to make an
informed decision." he said.
"The only thing that's
absolute in this process is that
regardless of when we shut
the plant down there will be a
cold snap and we'll get complaints about how cold folks
are."
Scott Roberts, a sophomore computer science major
from Manchester, said despite
the cooler temperatures this
week, as of Monday night, his
Commonwealth Hall room
was "still an inferno."
"Heat still comes from the
heaters even when they're
off," he said. "I open my window and have a fan in it.
which isn't very safe, but it's
so hot."
Mark Corman. a freshman
psychology major from
Nicholasville. said he is ready
for the air conditioning to
come on now.
"They could turn on the air
anytime," he said. "It's been
terrible ... extremely hot."
Amanda Farley, a freshman
elementary education major
from Franklin, Ohio, said she
has been leaving the windows
open as much as possible to
stay cool.
"I was out of town this
weekend, and when I got back
it was very warm." she said.
Farley, who lives in Telford
Hall, suggests the university
be more lenient with the temperature controls in rooms
because "they're not very
effective."
Reach Adam at
adam baker38Heku.edu

Recreation Therapy-Changing Lives
The recreation therapy profession has been designated by the U.S.
Department of Labor as the 12th fastest growing occupation in the
United States. Over the next 30 years, the elderly population is expected to double to 70 million persons. The increase in elderly community
living situations and adult care centers necessitates an increase in RT's
in the health care delivery system!
Position yourself for a career in health care where you change lives.
For more information Contact:
Department of Recreation and Park Administration
(859) 622-1833

Parks and Recreation: Discover the Benefits today!

Interstate News & Tobacco
161 N. Keeneland
859.624.1122
Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
Rentals & Adult Magazines

Expires 4/8/04

NOW HIRING!
Domino's

Piiza

623-0030

FREE WASH
(Top Loaders Only) Limit one per customer
Not good with any other coupon or discount

$2 - 1st Tanning Visit
Computerized Maytag Equipment •
Sonnen Braune Tanning Beds

I

_7)ink<_Juxmin^o Laundry & Tanning Co.

Drycleaning Specials

\0

Career Da^
&$

Stratton Building
9:00 a.m. - 1:45 p.m.

Learn about exciting and rewarding careers in the fields of justice N safety and
speak with representatives from:
Bowling Green Fire Department
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco ST. Firearms
Georgetown/Scott County EMS
KY Department of Corrections
KY Department of Fish SC Wildlife
*ta
Saks Fifth Avenue
%<?/
Summit Loss Control
U.S. Marshals Service

••as

. . AND MORE

Shirts $1.39 Pants $,'

75* Washes
8 a.m. - 2 p.m. on Tues
After 5 p.m. on Thursda

_J^ink\jLaminQo

Ory O—ntng Now Awlsbw

Laundry A Tanning Co. co.
cl~7~7
620 Big Hill Ave.
D*W-Oa3./f
Hours: 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.. Mon.- Sat • 9.30 am - 9 pTfrT, Sun.

i

College of Justice at Safety

2 Medium
1 topping pizzas

$10

Viewing Booths
Big Screen Room

Explosion Investigation Scene and Live Burn Demonstrations:
11:00 a.m. - Ashland Building
Panel Discussion - Advice from professionals about resume and interview
preparation: 2:00 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. - Stratton Mezzanine
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Committee conducts
integrity forums
Students given opportunity
to voice their opinions
concerning cheating policy
BY MELISSA ENGLE

Assistant news editor

The Academic Integrity
Committee started nearly
two months ago will be hosting a series of three forums
beginning Tuesday and running through April 20.
The meetings will be in
the Powell Building.
The forums will allow students to voice their opinions
concerning Eastern's policy
on cheating and help the
committee members determine a clear definition for
cheating, fabrication and plagiarism.
The committee began
meeting in early March and
anticipates completion of an
honor code by 2005.
"We may decide we need
to do a total difference or
nothing at all," Judy Spain
said.
Spain is a co-chair for the
committee along with Betsy
Bohannon
of Judicial
Affairs.
The committee is composed of representatives
from each college, a student

U
At previous
universities I
caught students
cheating in
various ways. I
can't say it
exists at EKU.
—David May
Correction and juvenile
justice protessor

»
and other offices in the university.
Members have researched
other universities' policies,
such as those at Duke
University, to get ideas to
develop Eastern's code.
David May is a correction
and juvenile justice professor and is a member of the

committee.
May has been teaching at
Eastern for two semesters
and said he has not seen any
form of cheating from his
students yet.
"At previous universities I
caught students cheating in
various ways," May said. "I
can't say it exists at EKU."
May said while he has yet
to see any cases of cheating,
he is sure it is possible. Spain
agrees.
The current policy is
vague, and that is exactly
why the committee was
formed. Spain said.
The idea to form a com
mittee began when she and
Bohannon went to a conference and found that Eastern
is "well within the norm" of
being concerned.
Spain added Judicial
Affairs has reported an
increase in cases cited during the last two or three
years and hopes by developing an honor code with student input and faculty input.
the numbers will go down.
"This way it will be a twoway street," Spain said.
"Students will know what to
expect and we will know
what to expect."

Reach Melissa at
melissa_engMleku.edu

Brooke Shepherd/Progress

For a good cause
Ashley Howell watches as Kelly Trimble, left, and Christy Barr, right, look at photos promoting the Sink
or Swim event sponsored by Kappa Alpha Theta. Sink or Swim is intended to raise money for courtappointed special advocates in Madison County. Fraternities can participate in the event, which will be
at 9:30 tonight, by donating S30 per team. The Theta s have had nine fraternities donate money and
seven who will actually participate in tonight's event. All events will take place in Alumni Coliseum. The
events include a pool relay boat race, synchronized swimming competition, musical tubes and a bag
relay race. The event is open to the public to watch and there is a $1 admission price.

Introducing

Broadway Book
Express
110 N. Porter Dr.
Richmond, KY, 40475

(859)893-0133
bbe@ipro.net
Our Store Hours:
Monday- Friday 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday & Sunday
• Come and see us for all your college textbooks and general titles.
• We have both New & Used available.
• We also buy back college textbooks and take pre-orders for
the following semester, including
summer and intercession.,
• Be sure to check out our ad in
the Coupon Mint!

'Located just off the
By-pass one block
behind Subway*

"We'll make tracks so you get
the most reliable, responsible. &
reasonable service possible."
Know an interesting person
who would make a great Who's That?
Contact Roger Lee at 622-1882
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Fall schedulebooks arrive late
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

When registration began on
Monday, some students were
not prepared. The schedulebooks were late getting to Students this semester, according
to the Registrar's Office.
"We should have had them
by Friday and usually we do but
there was a problem with the
printer," said Linda Moberly.
coordinator in the Registrar's

Office.

Brooke Shepherd/Progress
Kalhy Holmes, the desk worker for the Student Services Building,
places fall 2004 schedulebooks in a holder for students on Monday
afternoon. Students were able to register Monday morning.

The schedulebooks have
been online for nearly two
weeks. Moberly said, allowing
students to prepare their schedules. Many students met with
their advisers before schedulebooks were distributed on campus. Advisers were forced to
speak with advisees, to discuss
plans for fall 2004 semester
classes and give the registration
identification number without
the books for reference.
"The online is more up-todate,"
Moberly
said.
Departments sometimes send
changes through at the last
minute that can not be corrected in the printed versions, she
added.
There were 15.000 books
printed for the fall 2004 semester, costing the university

$10,092 dollars. However, tinbooks did Ret delivered late
Monday afternoon.
The number of books printed ihis year is a drop from last
year's (all semester books when
21,000 «<!•■ printed, costing the
university $13,870, according to
Ken Johnston, vice president of
financial affairs.
Johnston and Moberly said
there are no plans to slop printing hard copies ol schedule-

Senate completes
organizational funding
BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

information is available online.
Also, a portion of the schedulebook was printed online
instead of in the hard copy.
Pages not primed in the hard
copy that can -till i»- found on
ilit- Web include ■> semester calendar, table of contents, refer
ence guide and ;i guide for student- explaining how to read
the schedule ol classes, among
other things.
Marc Whin, associate vice
president for public relations
and marketing, said Eastern is
looking for a- many ways as
possible to be efficient with its
printing budget and efficiently
use the technology available to
the school,

Five more student organizalions received funding from the
Student
Government
Association Tuesday.
The
Student
Senate
adjourned last week after funding 11 student groups a combined total of nearly $22,000.
They began Tuesday's meeting with $7,960 remaining in the
fund and 10 additional student
groups requesting funds.
Hie Senate was able to give
money t<> five of the organizations before their funds ran out.
Senators were not able to hear
the last five groups.
Any official student group
may apply for SGA funding and
money is distributed on a firstconn-,
first-serve
basis.
Organizations must submit an
Itemized budget and use S(iA
allotments for the exact purpose
for which the money is given.
The Senate's Appropriations
Committee requires receipts for
all use of organizational funding
and verifies the organizations

Reach Progress at
progress*! eku.edu

The Senate dispensed funding for student organizations as
follows:

books even though the same

•Campus Crusade for Christ
was allotted $4,375 for retreat
fees, conference registration fees
and New Student Days activities.
• Harvest was allotted $1,350
to send 30 students to a conference in October.
•The hockey team was allotted $1,900 to pay ice expenses
for four games.
•The Public Relations
Student Society of America was
allotted $239 for registration
costs for one person to attend a
national conference.
•The Older Wiser 1-earners
was allotted $90 for fund-raising
events and organization
brochures.

spending.

Reach Adam at
adam baker3H1teku.edu

LOW EXPENSES.
HIGH I.Q.
1 Large topping
w/breadsticks & dip

624-0404

sauce for $7.97

Campus or Carry Out Only

The markets move in mysterious ways. So do many financial companies.
How else to explain the high fees and expenses they charge to manage your
retirement funds? If you find this curious, call us the company known toi
sound guidance and keeping costs low. For over 80 years, we've been helping
some of the world's sharpest minds become smartei investors.
TIAA-CREF.org or call 800 842 2776

Find out more about TIAA-CREF IRAs
and our other tax-smart financial solutions
MAY GRADUATES—FREE T SHIRT
COMPARE ! SAVE! & GET MORE!
www.myfiraduationsupplies.com
EKU campus bookstore

mygraduationsupplies.com

Basic Package $63.95

Basic Package SS2.SO

25
25
25
25
no

25 personalized announcements
25 thank you notes

personalised announcements
notecards
etiquette seals
return address labels
senior t-shirt

25 etiquette seals
60 return address labels

Free !! senior class of 04 t-shirt
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Extra Return Address Labels Stt.541
Free t-shirt —
S3 1.95
Total Savings—
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quality product - satisfaction guaranteed or money back
fully licensed by License Resource (Jroup ( Eastern Kentucky
licensing agent)
22 years experience helping
coilege students with graduation
I week turnaround on your order

You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Please call 877518-9161 for a prospectus that
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Who's That?

Roger Lee Osborne, editor
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Eastern athlete wins top OVC award
BY ROGER LEE OSBORNE

Who's That? editor

Eastern football punter
Phil Kuhl. a 22-year-old biology major from Florence, was
among six student-athletes to
be awarded the Ohio Valley
Conference Scholar-Athlete
Award. -The award is the
highest individual honor
OVC student-athletes can
earn.
"I think it would be a lie l<>
say that the awards didn't
make me feel good. It's more
of a tangible thing that I can
say. 'this is proof here that I
did it.'" Kuhl said.
While it's nice to have
something to show his parents Kuhl says he is confident about his choices even
if he hadn't won the award.
"If there was no award I
would still be happy with
what I'm doing." he said.
Kuhl cites his father as a
great role model who from
an early age always encouraged him tp stay active in
sports.
"My dad first introduced
me to sports when I was about
7 years old. He was a really
big influence on me as far as
me partaking in sports." Kuhl
said
Kuhl's father acted as his
coach while he played basket
ball, baseball and soccer, helping him not only enjoy athletics but to also learn from
them.
"He really introduced them
to me at a young age because
they really teach you a lot
about life like teamwork and
being competitive." he said.
A sports fan and avid soccer player from an early age.
Kuhl didn't start playing football until his freshman year of
high school.

u
You can either
hang your head
down and
question
yourself or you
can say, 4no, I
want to achieve
this.'
—Phil Kuhl
OVC Scholar-Athlete

'»
"My whole life, until I got
to college. I played year
round soccer, basketball and
baseball." Kuhl said. "When I
Started playing football my
freshman year of high
school. 1 knew it was something I would like to continue
in college."
Kuhl said playing sports
over the years has helped
him on the field as well as
off.
"It has taught me a lot
about how to overcome
adversity. Sometimes you can
have some bad practices and
games." Kuhl said.
Although playing football
has helped Kuhl to have confidence, he admits that having a positive mind set is also
important.
"You call either hang your
head down and question yourself or you can you say. 'no. I
want to achieve this.'" Kuhl
said.

Kuhl credits his father with
helping him develop a strong
work ethic and teaching him
hard work does pay off.
"I get my work ethic from
my father. Everything I am
today is because of him. He
has taught me so much," Kuhl
said. "I'm very blessed to
have him."
From the beginning of
Kuhl's football career he
knew he wanted to be able to
continue to play in college.
After attending a few training
camps he made the decision
to come to F^astern.
"It's been a dream come
true. There is not a single
moment I would take back."
Kuhl said. "I knew I wanted to
leave home, and I didn't want
to burden my parents with too
far of a drive to come see me
play."
The OVC selects three
men and three women student athletes annually to
receive the award. Students
must have at least a 3.25
grade point average to qualify for the award.
Kuhl also said balancing
sports and school is crucial.
"Often my classes and
football overlap. Without
time management I really
couldn't have been able to do
all of this," he said.
After graduating from
Eastern Kuhl hopes to continue playing football while
attending medical school.
"How ever far I can take
football, that would be a
dream come true," Kuhl said.
"It was a dream even before I
. started playing football as a
freshmen in high school."
Reach Roger Lee at
roger_osborne2@eku. edu

Finding cash for college is
child's play.
Register now and search thousands of
scholarships worth over $3 billion

www.easternprogress.com/scholarships

Brooke Shepherd/Progress
Phil Kuhl was one of six student-athletes to earn the Ohio Valley Conference's Scholar-Athlete Award.
Kuhl says his father was a role model who helped mold his work ethic. He is a biology major and hopes
to continue playing football while attending medical school.
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Perspective
Cassondra Kirby, editor
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► News Quiz

SHREDDING

0:

K, boys and girls. It's time to
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and you
can cheat.
The price of what is on
the rise?

Online course
listings would
save money,
environment

a) Eggs in China
b) Gas
c) Mineral water

Eastern will spend this
month celebrating
what?
"

The day seniors could register was
the same day schedulebooks
were delivered to many campus
locations.
What's the point when course schedules were available on the Internet
weeks in advance and when students
planned their schedules using solely
the Internet?
Each year the university creates tons
of waste, much of it recyclable paper
that doesn't get put in the proper receptacle, and each year the university
spends thousands of dollars to print the
schedulebooks, several of which will
never be looked at and will end up as
litter on campus.
It is understandable that some students prefer to thumb through the
schedulebook instead of searching on
the Internet, but if the books are not
around to look through while most students are planning their schedules, there
is no point in putting them out at all.
The university gives students a
choice to look for classes on the
Internet or in hard copy, but the hard
copy wastes hundreds of pages of
paper most students will never look at.
Not only this, but students also have to
go online to register for their classes,
change their major, add a minor or register their cars. Why not just do it all online?
Instead of printing the book, perhaps
the university should give an allotment
of 10 or another reasonable number of
pages students can print using campus
computers at no charge.
This way students will at that time
print only the pages they need for their
major and general education classes,
eliminating a lot of waste and saving a
lot of money.
The schedulebooks were needed
before students could register online
via the Banner System. At that time stu-

a) Campus parking
b) The life of Daniel Boone
c) Earth Days

The Academic Integrity
Committee will host
what throughout this
month?

3 '

a) Ice cream socials
b) Tupperware parties
c) Forums

-3

Nathan Gray/Progress
Nathan Bullock/Progress

dents could register.through a phone
line, but listening to all the class
options on the phone was just not feasible. Now we have the technology to
save time and cost.
Inevitably there will be mistakes in
anything printed, but having an onlineonly schedulebook would allow for
updates and corrections to class times,
teachers or locations the schedule-

books could never offer.
The university should reconsider the
approach taken to the schedulebooks
keeping in mind funds, the environment and the technology we, as a university, should be using.
Reach The Progress at
progress@eku. edu

What is this?

a) A trombone play by the St.
Louis Brass Quintet
b) The horn on top of a fire
engine responding to a Clay
Hall fire alarm
c) A special brass hat sold in
the bookstore

► Campus Comments
Diamond Bio is performing on campus April W. We asked students if they will attend and what they think about the band.
BRENDA
CLARK

Hometown:
Xi'an. China
Major:
Computer
electronic
networking
Year: Senior

HOfTMrtOWTV

McCreary
County
Major
Undeclared
Year
Freshman

I have no idea who
they are.

I don't think I've
ever heard of
them.

I probably will go. I
love them.

Hometown:
Shelbyville
Major:
Correctional
and justice
studies
Senior

► How to reach us

The Eastern

Phone:(859)622-1881 I E-Mail: progress©eku edu | Fax: (859) 622-2354

To report a story or

News
Adam Baker, 622-1872
Accent
Tracy Haney, 622-1882
AroundiAbout
Megan Hansen, 622-1882
What's on Tap
Jessica MuHins. 622-1872
Sports
Todd Purvis, 622-1872
The Studio
Katie Weitkamp, 622-1572

To place an ad
Display
Ashley Pnchard, 622-1881
Classified/Subscriptions
Kym Fox, 622-1881

To suggest a photo or
order a reprint
Brooke Shepherd, 622-1578
To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by '
mail at a cost of $1 per issue;
$20 per semester;or $38 per
year payable in advance.

Hometown:
West Liberty
Major:
Sociology
Year: Senior

No I'm not (going),
but I think they're
great. They've
been good for a
long time.

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progress@eku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) r!22-2H.r>4.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

Progress

^^www.easternprogress.com

117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond, Ky. 40475

Cassondra Kirby
Editor
Katie Weitkamp
Managing Editor
Nathan Bullock
Staff artist
The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers, Inc. The Progress is published every Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation
and examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be
reported to Adviser/General Manager. Jen Almjeld at (8591 622-1143.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessanly represent the views of me university. Student
editors also decide the news and informational content.
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► letters to the editor

Student: Find 'soft spot' for environment Dance team deserved
more news coverage
BRETT
COFFEY
My Turn
Brett is a junior
history
education major
from London.

We all do it; swing by
McDonalds, order a
combo from the menu,
vthen after we're done we throw
away the wrappers and supersized cup. This may seem
harmless, but does anyone ever
think about the impact that a
$3.99 value meal has on the
environment?
Well, I didn't either until I
recently found that the average
American consumes about 120
pounds of natural resources
every single day. The number
may seem high, but when you
think about the water and food
consumed by tfiecow to produce that quarter-pound hamburger, the oil that went in to
making the wrapper or the land
that was degraded by the pesticides that were used to grow
the potatoes, the number doesn't seem so high anymore.
As Americans our society is
extremely wasteful. Most of us
don't realize the massive
amount of energy which our
everyday actions take; from eating, driving, and for the most
part simply just being a consumer puts a significant strain
on mother nature.
At our current rate we are
using many natural resources
faster than they are being produced.
Although the answer to our
waste and pollution problem is
not a simple one, there are

many choices one can make
that will make a difference. Try
eating fewer beef products
since that will cut down on the
energy and resources it takes
to raise the cow. It will also
reduce the size of the huge cattle farms that are causing our
Great Plains to turn into a
desert.
Substituting chicken or fish
for the lion's share of your beef
intake would be a more environmentally-sound decision.
Although these both still take
up a large amount of resources,
they require much less than the
beef.
Drive less and walk those
short distances. This will help
reduce carbon dioxide emissions as well as improve a per-

son's physical health.
Some people even take their
own reusable shopping bags to
the grocery store so the company doesn't have to manufacture
as many plastic bags.
The obvious course of action
for being less wasteful is to
recycle. It takes significantly
fewer resources and energy to
recycle your trash than it does
to produce the trash again from
raw materials, and it is fairly
effortless to do.
In order to make a difference everyone needs to sacrifice a habit or two.
Although difficult at first, the
experience will likely become
rewarding, and your old acts of
tossing your soda cans into a
landfill or driving to your nextdoor neighbor's house to eat a
hamburger will hardly be
missed at all.
If you have a soft spot for the
environment and wish to help
even more, contact the
Department of Environmental
Protection in Frankfort at (502)
564-2150 to learn about upcoming events and issues that are
in need of our attention.
Also let your state representatives know about your concerns for the environment.
They are here to represent
what the public wants, and if
the public wants a cleaner community, their actions could help
achieve this challenging goal.

I am the coach of the Easter n
dance team and I want to thank
The Progress for the coverage
of the private performance of
(the team's) national competition routine that was held in the
Student Services Building
Auditorium Monday night.
However, I am extremely disappointed in the follow-up article
regarding the performance.
These young ladies have
worked extremely hard to prepare for nationals and went out
of their way to perform the routine for our campus community
as well as to recognize many
university dignitaries.
I was very disappointed
when there wasn't an article
written that even mentioned
anything about why they held
the performance and who was
recognized.
The president, along with
many others, was recognized
and in attendance, and I cannot
believe there was no mention of

The
Eastern
Progress will publish clarifications
and corrections as
needed on thePerspective pages .

Metitee and Mein,

Come and enjoy a
lowMat TCBY Treat and wairm
IIII with a cappuclno froi m
your friends at
Main St. Chevron.

Downtown

Brittany I. Adams.
Student / dance team member

•
•
•
•

Southern Hills Plaza
(next to Gibson Bay)
Richmond, KY.40475

30 minute beds
Open 7 Days
Body Jewelry
Health & Wellness Products

• Lotions & More ...
... Hairpieces & Wigs
(by Raquel Welch)

Tuesday- Friday
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Each only $3.99

Mrtnen one" Mo -

Downtown

Undeclared or Unsatisfied?
Just like Uncle Sam ... the Department of Recreation and Park
Administration wants YOU!!!
Why not be a part of the largest industry in the World?
National Parks, Youth Sports, Recreation Therapy, Resorts
such as Disney World, Cruise Ships, Festivals, Tourism.
lAdventure Recreation and much more!
For more information Contact:
Department of Recreation and Park Administration
^
(859) 622-1833
Parks and Recreation: Discover the Benefits today!

free Treat.

• After MM Treats Oat A Free "TOY" Small Cup Or
Cona Of Froaan Yoeurt Or lea Cram
421 W. Main Street • Richmond, KY • 824-3000

MAIN STREET CHEVRON
421 W. Main Street • 624-3000
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Indianapolis and we represonl
the school very well with our
high squad (IPA.
Yet we still receive no scholarship money or recognition,
not even an article in the pa|»r
Please let the students know
what we are doing and how
hard we are working, not jusi
how we look in our uniforms.

—

PICK UP YOUR FREQUENT BUYERS CARD TODAY

(3ITC1

Head coach. Eastern dance leain

Three Different
lunch specials!

DOUGHNUTS

DOWN&

Lisa I .iii (I

«*/%.■.€»"*,

M/iJiidpuh/temeM

AJAX
~* 11 ■

I hope you will consider a letter article in the next Progress
Thank you for your time and
consideration.

I would just like to comment
on the lack of coverage given to
the dance team.
I am a sophomore member,
and we work so hard for zero
credit
We're practically invisible to
the university, yet this year
alone we've attended and performed at home football and
basketball games, raised over
$10,000 for our nationals trip,
won our first competition in

If you have a correction, please send
it to the editor by
noon Monday before
publication
Thursday.

i~
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ed.

'Zero credit' given to team

Corrections
Diamond Rio will preform April 19 in Alumni Coliseum with
opening act Brian McCotnas. Do you think Diamond Rio is a
good choice for this semester? Why or why not? Who.would you
like to see the Student Activities Council bring to campus in the
future? Tell us what you think! To join the discussion, go to
<www.easternprogress.com>

this I atn also confused wli\
the two pictures published
(which were great piclurcsj
were not even on the same
page.
One picture is on pay> AH
with two sentences and tin
other is on page \'>'< willi one
sentence. Also, for the first lime
in Eastern dance team history.
we won a competition, and \\\\-~
wasn't worthy of printing?
I completely understand thai
you have a lot of information In
cover, but I also believe thai
these students and universil)
administrators deserved more.
In a world full of negativity, ow
would-think such positive I'K
would be appreciated and print
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Against the
Whistle-blower
sees similarities
in Iraq, Vietnam
BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

Dank-I Kllsberg. the man who
rek-ased the Pentagon Papers in
1971. doesn't really know what
to call himself.
When Kllsberg came to campus this past Thursday ;t- part of
the yearlong Chaulauqua
Lecture
Series.
Bruce
Macl-aren. series director, suggested the title of "truth-teller."
EOsberg agreed it was better
than the common name "whistle-blower." bm said "truthteller" did no) completely tell his

story.

Then MacLaren said they
came up with "unauthorized
truth-teller."
When EOsberg, 72. took the
stage Thursday night in the
Student Services Building
Auditorium, he told the crowd ol
more than .'SIX! people his wife
particularly disliked the term
"k'aker."
"She says ii makes me sound

"Vietnam would have been
avoided if the truth had been
told." he said. "The biggest Be of
(his year is that the war against
Iraq is connected to the war
against (error."
Kllsberg called the sidiation
in Iraq a mistake and forecasted
another four years of President
George Bush would be "unusually awful."
"We will not pacify Iraq," he
said. "I believe ii is the intentions
of (his administration to keep
control of (Iraq)."
MacLaren said Monday these
comparisons were engaging.
"I was fascinated by the parallels between the end period of1
the Vietnam War and the activities (that) surround (he second
Iraq war." MacLaren said. "His
grasp, both of details 40 years
ago and what is happening now.
was also impressive."
Kllsberg became known to

most Americans in the late-1960s

;IIHI early-1071Is when he photocopied a 7.000-page study,
incontinent." he said with a known as the Pentagon Papers,
smile.
.
«*-■ — - - - and gave il to ihe Senate Foreign
Kllsberg added while he was Relations Committee. The
in Germany lo accept an award report, also sen! to The Newhe discovered the country had York Times and IX other news
papers, outlined government
no term for whistle-blower.
When he asked for the eld- secrets regarding I'.S. involveest equivalent, he got two words. ment in Vietnam
Following the document's
One translated to traitor and
release, Kllsberg faced 115 years
another to tattletale. he said.
Thursday a member of the behind bars. The charges, howaudience later stood up and (old ever, were dismissed in 1973 on
Kllsberg ihe title fitting him best grounds of governmental misconduct against him.
was "patriot."
The documents led to the
During his lecture Thursday,
Kllsberg drew many compar- convictions of several While
isons between Ihe war in House aides and the impeachVietnam, (he lime he released ment proceedings against
the Pentagon Papers, and the President Richard Nixon,
according to Kllsberg's Web site.
current war in Iraq.

Nathan Gray'Progres*
Daniel Ellsberg spoke Thursday night a( the Student Services Building Auditorium as part of the Chautauqua Lecture Series.
Ellsberg released secret government documents to a Senate committee and various media outlets in 1971. _

Dawn Smith, a freshman education major from Hamilton,
Ohio, attended the lecture and
calk-d Kllsberg "one of the most
iiiiliieniial men in history."
"I think he really is a patriot,
not a traitor as some would say,"
she said. "He protected us as citizens "
Chris Jacques, a junior history major from Sydney. Australia,
had never heard of Kllsberg

before.

"I just really enjoyed it — it
was really informative coming
from a perspective lhat I don't
know much about as most

Americans." he said.
Ii. Col. Brett Morris, chair of
the department of military science and former Chaulauqua
lecturer, said he respects and
appreciates Ellsberg and his
actions, but said his talk was "a
little partisan."
"I think when we're at war ...
I would hope that we would
always believe that our elected
leaders are at firs( trying to do
I IK iigh( things instead of at first
accepting all the conspiracy theories and ideas." he said. "He
has his rights to his opinions as a
lecturer. I jus( wish he had come

and delivered (he facts and
talked about his experiences"
Malcolm Pratt, chair of the
department of earth sciences,
said Ellsberg was careful in his
criticism of the current administration.
"I think what gave his statements so much power is thai he
is a veteran of serving both
Republican and Democratic
administrations." he said. "His
message is definitely anti-war.
and yet he has been a Marine
and been in combat. He was
very careful to say he didn'l
(hink (hat (he folks in (he admin-

istration right now are not patri!

otic, he just doesn't think they're
making appropriate decisions."
No matter how diverse the
crowds' opinions about Ellsberg
may have been, his lecture concluded w till a standing ovation
from (he audience.
"In over ">() lectures his was
the only' standing ovation,"
MacLaren said. "I remain con
vinced the people love the truth,
deserve the truth and ought to
be given the truth."
Reach Adam at
attain baker.'IH"rku.edu
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Classes are small. Registration is easy,
For more information, call
or visit EKii at www.eku.edi

Tracy Haney, editor

► Par-feet win

Accent

The men's golf team won
its second-straight .
tournament last weekend.
Get details on B4.
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Bourbon symbol of Kentucky history, culture
BY KASEY DOYLE

Staff writer

!

.

Nothing says Kentucky like
the strong, amber colored
liquid we call bourbon.
With over 90 percent of the world's
bourbon supply produced in the
state, Kentucky is known as the
bourbon capital of the world.
The hard liquor is celebrated as a
symbol of Kentucky's history and
culture.
"Bourbon is seen as a fine product... It is a drink of character," said
Dave Pickerell, master distiller at
Maker's Mark Distillery in Loretto.
Pickerell said bourbon is a trendy
beverage, and younger generations
are picking up on the trend.
"You can never go wrong with
bourbon," said Tina Masters, a 22year-old
psychology
major.
"Someone got me a bottle of bourbon for my 21st birthday, and it was
one of the coolest presents I have
ever gotten."
Doug Hatfield, general manager
of Liquor World in Richmond, said
bourbon is a popular drink among
customers. Liquor World carries
about 75 brands of bourbon, and Jim
Beam is its most popular.
Even the government realized
how important bourbon is to our culture. In 1964, Congress declared

bourbon to be a distinctive American
spirit and said it can only be called
bourbon if produced in the United
States.
According to Pickerell, the history of bourbon goes back to the
founding of Kentucky.
Virginia's Corn Patch and Cabin
Rights Law gave settlers free land if
they would grow corn and build a
cabin. As settlers migrated to what
is now Kentucky, they found corn
easy to grow. Settlers used the corn
in their production of whiskey, and
when the corn was mixed with
Kentucky spring water, it produced
a different form of whiskey, one
with a distinct taste.
According to the Kentucky
Distiller's Association, Kentucky
spring water is purified as it flows
over limestone rock formations. It
is perfect for distilling bourbon
because the water is free of minerals that affect taste.
Some historians say the Rev.
Elijah Craig of Georgetown is the
"Father of Bourbon." In 1789, Craig
supposedly filled a charred barrel
with corn and rye whiskey and discovered bourbon.
Pickerell said the production of
bourbon is also part of the early
horse industry in Kentucky.
Barrels of bourbon were shipped
on flatbed rafts down the Mississippi

«

I like how (bourbon)
smells. You kind of
run it under your
nose and get a whiff,
you get a sweet
smell of down home.
—Tina Masters
Student

»
River to New Orleans. The rafts
would be sold along with the bourbon because the rafts could not be
brought back upstream. Proceeds
from the sales were used to buy
horses, and the horses were
brought back to Kentucky and sold.
Bourbon gets its name after the
county from which most of the
bourbon barrels were shipped.
"Kentucky could not have been
founded
without
bourbon."
Pickerell said.

Bourbon is a sub-category of
whiskey, and federal laws govern
the production of bourbon.
Bourbon must be made in
America, contain at least 51 percent
corn and include barley malt and
rye or wheat. It must be distilled at
no more than lfiO proof. Bourbon
must be aged at least two years in
brand-new charred while oak barrels, and it cannot contain any artificial coloring or flavoring.
Although bourbon production
must follow specific guidelines,
each distillery has its own recipe to
individualize its brands.
"Maker's Mark was designed
with taste in mind." Pickerell said.
"Everything we do is aimed at getting rid of the sour, bitter aftertaste."
In the I). Marie Lounge on Ihe
25th floor of the Gait House m
Louisville, customers can sample
over 100 brands of bourbon. The 1).
Marie I.ounge claims to have more
bourbon than any establishment in
the world.
People can also sample different
brands of bourbon while touring
The Kentucky Bourbon Trail, which
attracts tourists from all over the
world.
The Kentucky Bourbon Trail is a
tour of seven of the oldest and most
popular distilleries in America. The

mm

trail allows visitors to tour Buffalo,
Trace, lour Roses, Heaven Hill and
l.obrot and Graham distilleries, as

well as the more popular Jim Beam.
Wild Turkey and Maker's Mark distilleries.
The trail also includes a tour of
the ('scar Gctz Museum of
Whiske) History in Bardstown,
Pickerell said 55,000 people visit
the Maker's Mark distillery each

year,
"It's astounding how many people from all over the world visit (the
distillery)." Pickerell said. "They
want to see where their bourbon is

produced."

But whether you enjoy the taste
of bourbon on the other side of the
world or right in the backyard of one
of its distilleries, the drrnk will
always remain a symbol of Kentucky
tradition
Masters, who lives minutes from
Buffalo Trace in Frankfort, says
there is nothing like the smell of
bourbon brewing on a dewy summer
night.
"I like how (bourbon) smells."
she said. "You kind of run it under
your nose and get a whiff, you yet a
sweel smell of down home."
Reach Kasey at
kasey_doyle 7*ieku. edu
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TODAY

4 p.m.
Women Involved in Living and
I .earning will hold a book discussion on "Tell Me" by Kim
Addonizio in the Herdon Lounge
of the Powell Building.

PICK

FRIDAY
3:30 p.m.
Eastern women's tennis team will
play Murray State University at
the Martin Hall Tennis Courts.

SATURDAY
11 a.m.
Eastern women's tennis team will
play Jacksonville State University
al the Martin Hall Tennis
Courts.
1 p.m.
Eastern men's tennis team will
play Jacksonville State University
at the Martin Hall Tennis
Courts.

MONDAY
Tickets for the Eastern Theatre
production of "How the Other
Half Loves" will go on sale at
the Gifford Box Office.
Student tickets will be S5 and
non-student tickets will be $6.

gm,, ,

,
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Look lor events on campus
in support of this month.

one child is being abused."
Last Wednesday there was
also a shaken baby syndrome
training.
Still to come is a resource
fair throughout the day
Monday
at
Alumni
Coliseum.
According to Demmie
Shuler, Student Government
Association director of community service, the resource
fair is "a chance for different
organizations in Madison
County, such as the health
department, to give information about related resources
they have to offer to the community."
There will also be a candlelight vigil at 7:30 on
Thursday in the ravine.
Several campus and community individuals will be at the
vigil to speak concerning this
issue, and all in attendance
will light a candle in memory
of those who are abuse. Local
Madison County band Alanna

8 p.m.
The Eastern Percussion Studio
will present "The Grand
tabulation of the Bb Zombies"
in Brock Auditorium.
8 p.m.
Student Activities Council
Cultural Arts Committee will
present Campusspeak speakers
Joe Bertolino and Bil Leipold in
the O'Donnell Hall Auditorium
in the Student Services
Building.

BY JESSICA HULUNS

It is said children are the
future of our world; however,
every day in America this
future is battered and abused.
In order to make our campus and the community more
aware of child abuse, the
Student
Government
Association and the Kentucky
chapter of Prevent Child
Abuse launched a community
wide child abuse prevention
campaign on last Tuesday.
The We Can Make A
Difference campaign is an
effort to make the dangers
and affects of child abuse
known. As part of the campaign there have been various activities planned on campus, some of which are yet to
come.
Last Tuesday Raymond
Smith, former NFL player
and board president of
Prevent
Child
Abuse
Kentucky, spoke in the Posey
Auditorium on the issue of
how important it is to join
together and to raise awareness about abuse.
"Youth is our most precious commodity." Smith
said. "It takes a team of people to make a difference, and
our job is not done as long as

Jessica Mullins, editor

7:30 p.m.
Eastern philosophy club will
meet to discuss the topic of "Is
Affirmative Action Just?" in the
Adams Room of the Wallace
Building.

Students 'make a difTerence'
What son Tap editor

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Jessica
Mullins at 622-1872
or by email at
progress@eku.edu.

TUESDAY

PROGRESS

11:30 a.m.
The African/African American
studies program wifl host an open
house in the Herndon Lounge of
the Powell Build inn

mm

wmm

WEDNESDAY
2 p.m.
Eastern baseball team will play
Berea College at the Turkey
Hughes Field.

j—.
Students Nick DMey and Jeremy Scrimater volunteer to fold blue
ribbons in honor of Child Abuse Prevention Month.
will be at the vigil to perform.
Throughout the campaign
there will also be a display at
Powell corner where students can pick up information
concerning the issue of child
abuse and a blue ribbon to
symbolize awareness and prevention of abuse.
According to literature
published by Prevent Child
Abuse Kentucky, more than
three million children are
abused or neglected in
America each year. Of those

children, more than 50 thousand of them can be found in
the state of Kentucky.
The campaign is "the first
of what we hope to be an
annual event," according to
Shuler. Although the campaign ends on April 8, the
entire month of April is Child
Abuse Prevention Month in
Kentucky.
Reach Jessica at
jessica_multins55tieku.edu

7 p.m.
As part of the 100 Years of
Movies series, "Star Wars" will
be shown in the O'Donnell Hall
Auditorium in the Student
Services Building. It will also
be shown at 9:20 p.m.

UPCOMING
Student Activities Council will
present Diamond Rio in concert at 8 p.m. on April 19.
Student tickets are $12 and
general admission is $20.
Tickets are currently on sale at
the Powell Student Center.

CHU1KCH DIRE CTORY
Abundant lite Ministries

First Baptist Church

Prayer Meeting & Bible Studs

l705F.rvineRd

350 W. Mam

6:30 p.m.

JI

1 ancaster Ave.

(classes tor all ago &

Phone: 859-623-4028

Preschool Children s Youth

nurseries available I

Sunday School: 9.40 a.m.

Activities 6:30 p.m.

Phone: 859-o25-5366

Sunday Worship- X: to a.m.. II a.m.

Sunday school' 10 a.m.

Si 6 p.m.

Sun. Morning worship: 11 a.m.
Sun F.vcning Worship: 6 p.m

Wednesday Worship: f> 15 p.m

St. Stephen Catholic Newman

Wednesday evening: 7 p.m.

S.L.B.S- 7:30p.m at BSl Center.

Center
405 I nivcrsity Dr

Radio Services: Weekdays al 1:30
p.m onWCBR II10 AM

Supper and Bible Studs

Phone: 8S9-623-94O0
Sundjy Mass. 5 pm.

First Christian Church

Sunday Supper 6 p.m. (SI.00)

sage.)

Mam and Lancaster St.
Phone. 859-6234383

Wed. 9 p.m.

Big II.11 AveaacChristian

Early Worship X:40 a.m
Church School 9:40 j m

St. Thnmas Lutheran Church

129 Big Hill Ave

Morning Worship 10.40 .i in

12X5 Barnes Mill Rd

Phone: 859-623-1592 (office 1

EKU Christian ConneciM>n

Phone: 859-623-7254

Phone; 859-623-6600 (answering

(tor all Students)

Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30

machine)

Tuesday 9 p in

a.m
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m!

First t mini Melhiidisl Church

Sunday i oMemporar) Worship: 11
a.m.

' Van ndes available on or off campus. (Contact church & leave mes-

Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. Christian Students
Serving Christ meets at 7 p.m.

401 w Main JI 1 ancastet Ave.
Phone: 859-623-3580

\ewniun \iglil lor all students!

Sunday morning worship services:

trinity (hutch PC\

Traditional service: 8:30 a.m.

313 Spangler Dr.

Blended scr\ icca 10:45 a.m.

(behind Pisa hui oil the by-pass)

Sunday school. 9:35 a.m.

Richmond. Ky 40475
Worship JI 9:50 a.m.

Church vf Christ

First Presbyterian Church

4ol li.InJIHI (in D took line Sub. off -

(PCUSAl

Sunday School at 11.II) a.in
Pastor Curt Gardner

Goggins 1 anc

330 W. Main Si.

" Call the office at one of the numbers listed above for transportation
H> meetings.

West side 1-75)

Phone:859-623-5323

p.m.

Sunday School 9-45 a.m.

College Bible Study:
Wednesdays. 7 p.m.

Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.

I nilarian-I niversulisl Fellowship

Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10

a liberal, ethically based religion

Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924

a.m.. m the Church Parlor
Family Night Supper (weekly and

which encourages the individual
pursuit of

free!) Wednesday. 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall

of a pjriicul.il doctrine. Adult serv-

Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11

Rirhmond First Church of the

care. Sunday 10:45 a.m. al 209

a.m.

Na/arrae

Adult Education: 9:30 a.m.

136 Aspen Ave

Si George Street, lor more information log on to our website:

Phone: 859-623-5510

ww w.gcocitics com niadisoncoun-

r irxt AMtaace Church

tyuu. or call 622-1901 or 623*-8258

1405 Barnes Mill Rd.

Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10-40 j.in

Phone 859-624-9878

Sunday cscning: 6 p.m.

VYeslsidr < hrtstian Church

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Wednesday: 7 p.m.

Sunday Worship: 8:27 a.m.. 10:45

Youth. College & Career. C hildrcn s
Programs

1 nd of Bennmgion Ct. (across from
Arlington)

2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.i
Phone: 859-623-1226

a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

We want
your
opinion
It's survey time!
Free Plane
Ticket

Phone 859-624-8910
WcbpugcwildcatbhR- com users trinity

Sunday: MO a.m.. 10:20 a.m.. 6

t ptscneal Church of Our Saviaer

-f

religious truth outside ihc confines
ice, youth pmgram. and preschool

Bible Study.

Wednesday Night Prayer and cell

Mailing address

Fill out the EKU Dining
Services survey to be
eligible to win a round-trip
American Airlines flight
certificate.

1432 Fairlaiie Dr.

Phone: 859-623-0382

groups: 7:00 p.m.

Hicamaod Church of Christ

Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.

College age fellowship activities.

713 W Mam Si

Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. & 6

Fall and Spring Retreat
For free transportation to Sunday

Services: Sunday Bible School 9

p.m.

am: Sunday

Wednesday Prayer ft Hiblc Study

service*, call 859-424-9878

Sunday evening 6 p in

worship 10 a.m.

Wednesday Bible School 7 p.m
Hot Baptist Church

Colonels For Christ 9 p.m.

Corner of F ranch 4k CeHias
Street

Thursday
Powell Building

300 Francis St.

Phone: 623-8535

When: Now - April 9

7 p.m.
Transportation available

Where:

Robert R. Blythc. Pastor
Phone: 859-624-2045

Red lleusc Baptist ( hutch

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

2301 Red House Rd.

Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Wednesday Biofe Study: 7 p.m.

Adam Doolcy. Pastor
Phone: 859-623-8471

(classes for all ages).

College A Career Bible Study

1 st Friday Prayer Circle: noon

9:30 a m

(1st Friday of each month).

Sunday Worship 9 15 & 10 45 am

2KU

Sunday School 9 15 & 1045 am

-m-

www. ekudining. com
Campus dining locations

m
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Changing Lives
Heroes' campaign raises
money for local Red Cross
BY MEGAN HANSEN

Around & About editor

Nathan Gray/Progress

Spring into action
On an unseasonably warm Friday afternoon, Freddy Brigman and many other Eastern students
take advantage of the weather and participate in pick-up basketball games at the courts across from
Roy Kidd Stadium. As students found out this week warm weather did not stick around for long

SUBSCRIBE
TO OUR
EMAIL EDITION

With its long tradition of
U'-lpini; others, the American
Red Cross is in need of a little
help itself.
I IK American Red Cross
kicked off its heroes' campaign on Friday to raise
money for its Daniel Boone
Chapter in Madison County.
"All the money we raise
will stay here in Madison
County," said Lt. Col. Brett
Morris, co-chair of the local
heroes' campaign.
This is the first year for
the campaign, that bears
the motto "Giye Change
to Change Lives."
The American Red
Cross donates
money for disaster relief
across
the
country. On
9/11 most of
the money the
Daniel Boone
Chapter had
went to New
York to benefit
the
victims,
Morris said.
"We are collecting change
in jugs located
in
all
the
dorms and some
of the offices on
campus." Morris said.
F.astern hopes to raise
between $3,000 and $5,000
for the American Red Cross
according to Morris.
Morris believes the

American Red Cross is an
important asset to the community.
"The Red Cross is a vital
asset to the community."
Morris said.
He said they are responsible for disaster relief and
preparation. They also provide CPR and first-aid training for the community.
"For people in the military,
they also provide emergency
notification in case someone
is hurt or killed overseas,"
Morris said.
The American Red Cross
is supported completely by
donations.
"The Red Cross gets a
lot of their money from
the United
Way
Campaign,"

Morris said
"They try to
divide
the
money equally
between orga
n i z a t i o n s
though."
Since 9/11
people
have
been donating
money to national organizations
and not the
Daniel Boone
Chapter of the
American Red
Cross, Morris
said. The local
chapter needs money in
order for it to continue operating.
The collection jugs have
been set up around campus
and are ready for donations.

ii
All the money
we raise will
stay here in
Madison
County.
—Lt. Col. Brett
Morris
Co-chair of local heroes'
campaign

»
Morris said.
The dorm whose residents
raise the most money will
receive a pizza party for the
entire dorm. Morris said.
Offices and departments
are also competing. The
department or office with the
most money raised will
i ct eive a private luncheon for
10 at the Bennett Bread and
Breakfast on Main Street
"We as a community need
to keep them in business,"
Morris said.
The heroes' campaign is
sponsored by Eta Sigma
Gamma, Eastern ROTC
I'ershing Rifles, Gamma Beta
1'hi Honor Society and the
Public Relations Student
Society of America.
For more information
about the heroes' campaign
call Morris at 622-1205 or
Emily VanWinkle at 623-1336.

Reach Megan at
niegan_hanseH4t&eku edu

Women's Tennis \
vs. Murray State
Friday, April 2nd
3:30 pm
vs. Tennessee State
Saturday, April 3rd
9:00 am
vs. Jacksonville State
Sunday, April 4th
11:00 am

w^i

Greg Adams Tennis Center

Men's Tennis
vs. Tennessee State
Saturday, April 3rd
10:30 am
vs. Jacksonville State
Sunday, April 4th
1:00 pm
Greg Adams Tennis Center
:

\Coionel Baseball
NOW MORE USEFUL
THAN MILK CRATES!

vs. Berea
Wednesday, April 7th
3:00 pm
Turkey Hughes Field

Sports

Todd Purvis, editor
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Eastern wins home tourney
BY JILL STINSON

Assistant sports editor
The men's golf leant carded
its second-straight win on
Saturday afternoon and look
home all the hardware when Ihe
team shot a final round lotal of
283 to push ahead of second
place teams Tennessee Slale and
Morehead State by 10 strokes to
win the EKU Sfiriiig Invitational
at Arlington Golf Course
Colonels Patrick Williams and
I'.i.nidi in Itrown l(M)k home firstand second place honors as well.
"We should always win at
home and are expected to. We
laced some solid OVC competition and it was tough," coach I'at

Stephens said.
Eastern finished at f>7l alter
two rounds on Friday, putting
the team at five under par for
(heir home tournament and six
strokes in front of second-place
lennessee State
Hie Colonels trailed TSII by
one shot alter the first round, hut

the team rallied in the second.
shooting a combined 282. to
jump into the lead going info
Saturday's final round.
The men were paced by
I'alrick Williams' two-round total
of 140. Williams shot back-loback rounds of 70 and finished
the day lied for second, just one
shot back of Austin IVay's Matt
Gallant, who shot rounds of 70
and (W to lead the event at 139.
Brandon Brown completed
two rounds alone in fourth place.
shooting rounds of fi9 and 72 on
the day for a lotal of 141. Josh
Crulcher ended the day in a tie
for tenth place, carding rounds
of 77 and (>9 to help boost the
team's score. Junior Tyk-r Cain,
who shot 148, and Drew
Alexander, who turned in a 150.
rounded out the men's scoring.
Cain finished the day in a tie for
21st and Alexander will start the
final round in a lie for :.'i>th
When the final round got
underway despite the" early
morning rain, the Colonels were

able to push ahead of all the
competition. The men finished
the tournament at 854. II) shots
under par and 10 strokes ahead

ofTSUandMSU.
Also gelling the win was
senior Patrick Williams, who
turned in a final round (>9 to i>ost
a three-round total of 209. winning the event by two shots over
teammate Brandon Brown. The
■win was the first in Williams'

career alter three second-place
finishes in Ibis tournament. The
win comes after last week's win
by Brown, which was also a
career first. Williams, who shot
rounds of 70, 70 and 60, was the
only player to card three rounds
below |>ar.
"I've always wanted to win a
tournament and. winning my last
tournament at my home coursemade it more special,'' Williams
said.
Brown completed the tournament with a final round of 70 to
total 211 and finish alone in second place. Brown is the reigning

OVC golfer of the week last
week following his win in El
Diablo.
Crulcher recovered from an
o|x-ning round of 77 to finish in
14th place. Crutcher followed his
second-round score of <>9 with a
final round of 73 lo sh«x>t 219 in
the tournament. Also tied for
lllh was Cain, who shot one
under par 71 in the final round lo
reach the 219 mark.
"Everyone played well, it was
an overall team effort." Stephens
said.
Alexander rounded out the
Eastern scoring with a finalround 7b and a three-round total
of 22li to finish lied for 31st.
Three other Eastern players
competed individually. Josh
Mel racket! finished with a final
round 79 lo shoot 227 for the
tournament and finish tied for
35th. Clay Ballard equaled
IvU-Crackcn's 227 alter posting a
final-round 72. Robbie Baldwin

See GOLF, B5

Nathan Gray/Progress
Senior golfer Drew Alexander sinks a putt at last weekend's home
tournament to help the Colonels pick up their second win in a row.

Tech thwarts
Colonel 8-game
winning streak
BY TODO PURVIS

Sports editor
After
double-dipping
lennessee lech in Saturday's
double-header, the Colonel
baseball leant failed to remain
perfect in conference play as
they fell to the Golden Kagles
by a score of 9-7. Eastern's loss
snapped their eight-game winning streak and marked the
first time this season the
Colonels have fallen at home.
"In Sunday's game, all of the
things that we have done to l>c
successful to that point were
the same things that we didn't
do,"
head
coach
Elvis
Doiningucx said. "Our starting
pitching struggled and we didn't play solid defense."
Eastern got on the board
early when senior left fielder
Stephen Carter ripped a single
up the middle to start the bottom half of the first inning.
Later in the inning, with
Carter on first, senior third
baseman Neil Sellers gave
Eastern the 2-0 lead by delivering his fourth homerun of the
season over the left-center field
wall.
In the top of the second
Tennessee Tech evened the
score at two alter they put
together three extra-base hits.
Brent Bilodeau led off the
inning with a double down the
right field line, then he came in
to score oil a Josh Eye triple
that narrowed the Eastern lead
to 2-1.
Another base hit by second
baseman Kenny Stiles to the
right side tied the game at two.
The Colonels regained the

lead in the bottom of the third
when sophomore right fielder
Chris O'Dell rip|>ed a double to
right field, then advanced to
third on a wild pilch. After
junior shortstop Adam Visnic
reached first off a walk, senior
catcher Chris Clark came to
the plate with Colonel runners
on the corners. Clark belted his
second homer of the season
and gave Eastern the 5-2 lead.
"We had the opportunity to
put the game away early, but
we didn't," I >omingue/ said.
The Eagles picked up three
hits in the top of the fourth to
cut the Eastern lead to 53.
In the top ol the fifth inning.
Tennessee Tech took a f>5 lead
of the game when they plated
three runs on three hits.
Eastern lied the game at six
in the bottom of the sixth when
Carter and pinch-hitter Brett
Bolger picked up back-lo-back
singles to keep the inning alive.
Sellers then doubled to left-center, bringing Carter in to score
The Eagles responded with
three more runs in the next
two innings, to extend Iheir
lead to 9-li.
The Colonels only score
once more as Clark led off the
bottom of the ninth with a double off the top of the left-field
wall, lie eventually came in to
score off of an KBI by senior
second baseman Jonathan
Woodard lo narrow the Eagle
lead to "-7.
"We weren't able lo gel any
clutch hits, and when we hit
the ball hard, we hit it right at
someone or they made a great

Eastern football players gather around an assistant coach to study a play during spring practice, which began Friday.

Football Fever

Eastern football players participate in a drill at spring practice

Photos by Nathan Gray/Progress

Eastern Kentucky University spring football
practice started last Friday. The upcoming
season will be head coach Danny Hope's second at the helm.
l^ast season Hope and the Colonels finished the
season with an overall record of 7-5 and a conference record of 6-2, giving them a second place finish in the league.
From last years team. Eastern lost 17 seniors,
but have added 17 freshmen to their squad in the
off season.
The Colonel offense returns key players:
Quarterback Matt Guice, wide receivers Andre
Ralston and Allen Evans and runningback C.J.
Hudson.
The Eastern defense will be led by their linebacker crew of Justen Rivers, Jerome Jones and
Will Stilley.
The Colonels will continue training throughout
the spring and summer, in preparation for their
season opener that will be held early this fall.

See LOSS, B5

Softball team sweeps weekend
BYTOOOPUWVW

Sports editor

Jason Daniels/Progress
Freshman pitcher Kindal Kincaid winds up for a pitch during Saturday's
win over Eastern Illinois. The Colonels swept the senes over EIU.

The Eastern softball team
started c inference play this
weekend by sweeping the
I'anthcrs of Eastern Illinois.
Tile Colonels completed the
sweep Sunday by thrashing the
I'anthcrs by a score of 8-1.
"We hit the ball Ix-tler than we
had Ix-en doing this year," coach
Jane Worthington said. "< )ur goal
was lo come oul and sweep
Eastern Illinois, and we did."
liastcfn was k-d once again by
a strong pitching |x-rforniancc as
Ireshman Kelsey Anderson
tossed the complete game and
gave up only one run on four
hits. In Anderson's seven innings
of work she didn't walk any
Eastern Illinois batters.
In the top of the first
Anderson's day didn't look so
promising. She gave up a solo
homerun to give the Panthers
the early lead. Die Colonel pitcher then settled down and was
nearly perfect as she held the
Panthers scoreless lor tinremainder of the game.
Eastern tied the game up in
the bottom ol the second as third
baseman Ashley Totten doubled

to center and scored when
Anderson doubled to left.
Eastern jumped ahead of
Eastern Illinois in the bottom of
the third when shortstop Diana
Barreras homered lo k-ft field to
give the Colonels the 2-1 lead.
Center fielder Kelli Bromley followed Barreras with a doubk- to
left field. I.cft fielder Jennifer
Norris and catcher Suzie
Schacfer then pul together a pair
of singles that pushed Eastern's
lead up to 4-1.
In the fourth inning the
Colonels added two more runs.
Alysha Jones led off the inning
with a walk then moved lo second as right fielder Jen
Christiansen singled to third
base. Barreras then doubled lo
right to bring Jones across tinplate. First baseman Adricl
I-'oxley brought Christiansen in
to score when she grounded out
to second base, extending
Eastern's lead to 6-1.
"We needed lo gel our bats
going." Worthington said 'It's
good lo know that we can pul
that many runs on tin board "
In ihe tilth Totter opened the
inning with a double lo right • en
lei field and s< ored when
Anderson helped her own cause

with her first *ome run of the
season. The two-run shot gave
the Colonels the 8-1 victory.
Barreras led the Colonels by
going three for four with two
KBI's. Barreras was named Ohio
Valk*y Conference softball player
of die week for her performance
this past weekend.
"Diana Barreras had an
exceptional
weekend."
Worthington said. "She's capable
of playing like she did last weekend day in and day out."
In addition to Anderson's performance on the mound, she also
was two for Uir«-c with a homer.
Norris, Schaefer and Foxley
all added KBIs in Ihe game.
The win boosted Kastern's
record to 2(V8 overall and M) in
the conference.
"Our players have the confidence in our team as a whole.
We've got hitting, pitching and
defense," Worthington said.
"We're capable of winning any
given day if we play hard."
Saturday
The ( olonels opened conference play with a pair of wins in
iheir doublelleader over Eastern
Illinois on Saturday.
Freshman pitcher Kindal

Kincaid recorded seven shutout
innings for Eastern as they
picked up the M) victory in the
first game.
Kincaid held the Panthers
scoreless on six hits while striking out three in the contest
"Kindal just seems to be getting it done, she has a solid
defense behind her and she
knows that her game is to make
sure that no one hits the ball
hard." Worthington said.
"Without defense she is very successful."
Barreras was a perfect four
for four in the contest and etched
her name in the Eastern record
books with two solo home runs.
Barreras was the eighth player in
school history to record two
homers in one game. She finished with two RBI's and three
runs.
Although Ihe Colonels handled the Panthers with ease in
the first game of ihe doubleheader, game two was a different
story.
Eastern scored the first three
runs in the game by putting up a
run in the third, fourth and fifth
innings.
See SWEEP, B5
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Tennis teams fall over weekend

From Page B4

U

BY BRANDON ROBERTS

Sports Writer

Eastern's men tennis team
went winless in two matches
over the weekend. They fell to 97 overall and 0-4 in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Saturday's match against
Tennessee Tech in CookeviUe,
Tenn.. saw Eastern get handed a
7-0 loss at the hands of the
Golden Eagles. Marco Born
defeated Eastern's John Kellert
3-6, 7-6 (4). 6-2 at No.l, Luis
Aguerrevere defeated Tom
Wospil at No.2 6-2, 6-1 and
Kazvan Hie defeated Alvin
Cheng 6-1.6-2 at No. 3.
The last three matches in singles play were all 1 TO. Tech's
Dominik Hecht defeated Mario
Simic handily 6-0, 6-2. Will
Chappell defeated Eastern's
Chase Armstrong 6-3, 6-2 at No
5, and Michele Panzeri defeated
Chris Jacques 6-3,6-3 at No. 6 to
complete TTU's sweep of the
singles matches.
ITU also won the doubles
point without losing a single
match. TTU's team of
Aguerravere/Born defeated
Eastern's
tandem
of
Cheng/Kellert 8-4. llie/Chappell
defeated Billy Pfaffinger/Wospil
86. and Lerch/Hecht defeated
Armstrong/Simic to complete
the overall sweep of the
Colonels.
The Samford University
Bulldogs traveled to Tennessee
Tech to battle Eastern Sunday
and delivered the Colonels their
second loss of the weekend by a
score of 6-1.
SU's Manuel Miletic defeated
Eastern's John Kellert 6-2, 7-5 at

SWEEP: Colonels down EIU

Our confidence
is down right
now, but we
could be doing a
lot worse.
—Rob Oertel
Head Tennis coach

»
No. 1. Eastern's Tom Wospil had
the lone victory for the Colonels
at No. 2 by defeating SU's James
Bryce 64, 6-3. No.'s 3, 4, 5, 6
were all victories for SU with
Stuart Misner defeating Alvin
Cheng 6-2, 6-1, Rob Nunnery
defeating Mario Simic 64, 6-2,
Johnny Griffee defeating Chase
Armstrong 6-4, 7-5, and Brad
Weaver defeating Chris Jacques
5-7.6-2. (104). respectively.
Although Eastern's doubles
team of Kellert/Cheng defeated
SLTs team of Bryce/Griffee by a
score of 84, the Colonels lost
the next two doubles matches.
Samford's team of Weaver/Joey
Jensen defeated Eastern's team
of Wospil/Pfaffinger 8-6 and
Misner/Nunnery defeated
Simic/Armstrong 84.
The guys had a rough weekend," coach Rob Oertel said.
"We need to get back on track."
Oertel was optimistic even
after a bad weekend of tennis for
the Colonels.
"Our confidence is down
right now, but we could be doing

a lot worse," Oertel said. "We
still have a winning record."
The men's tennis team will
return to action at »i p.m.
Wednesday. March 31, at the
University of Kentucky.
Women*
The Lady Colonels tennis
team went 0-2 this past weekend
with losses to conference foes
Tennessee Tech and Samford.
Eastern is now 10-X overall and
3-2intheOVC.
Saturday's 5-2 defeat by ITU
was Eastern's first in the loss
column in OVC play ihis season.
Hannah Bartsch defeated I'll"s
Marina Tasheva 64. (>2 al No. 1.
No. 2 saw Tech's Alet
Boonzaaire defeai Lindsey
Herrera 6-2. <Kl. No.'s 3 and I
were also TI"U victories with
Margo Carter beating Lucia
Vojtkova -l-li. 6-4, 7-6 (3) and
Melissa Consado defeating
Terin Roof :{-(». 7-6 (6), 6-4
respectively. Eastern's Tessa
Williams defeated ITI I's Alicia
Kutyla 6-3. :i-(i. 6-4 to earn
Eastern its second victory in singles play. Maja Kussinova defeated Eastern's Janina I )ickhardl (>
3.6-3 at No. <i.
TTU also won the doubles
point. Tasheva/Boonzaaire
defeated Herrera/Koof H-2 and
Russinova/Consado defeated
Vojtkova/Williams 94). Eastern
did win one doubles match
when Dickhardt/Bartsch defeated Kutyla/Carter K-ii.
A 6-1 loss to Samford Sunday
marked Eastern's second consecutive conference loss in as
many matches
No. 1 saw Emily Nunnally
defeat Eastern's Hannah

Bartsch 4-6. 6-1, 6-2. Eastern's
Lindsay Herrera was victorious
at No. 2 defeating Katie
Crawford 7-5. 6-1 earning them
their lone point in the match.
SU's Emily White defeated
I astern'* Lucia Vojtkova 6-1, 3-6,
6-3 and at No. 3 Sarah McKey
defeated Eastern's Terin Roof 63, 7-5. No.'s 5 and 6 were both
victories for the Bulldogs with
Jen Pharr defeating Tessa
Williams 6-4. 6-3 and Bethany
Benson defeating Janina
I )ickhardt 6-1.64. respectively.
SU won the doubles point,
winning all three matches.
Nunnally/Crawford were victorious over Herrera/Roof 8-6,
White/McKey
defeated
Bartsch/Dickhardt by injury
default and Pharr/Benson
defeated Williams/Vojtkova 86.
The women were two points
away from defeating Tennessee
Tech," coach Rob Oertel said.
The match against Samford
was much closer than the score
indicated. We just didn't win
close matches."
Oertel isn't going to let one
bad weekend put a damper on
the entire season. He is still optimistic.
"Women have a great shot al
being in the top of the conference," Oertel said. "We are one
of the top four teams."
The women's tennis team
returns to the court as they host
the Racers of Murray State at
3:30 p.m. on Friday.

Reach Brandon at
brandon_roberts1ieku.edu

Eastern Illinois then posted a
three-run sixth inning that tied
the game and set the stage for
three innings of bonus soft hall as
neither team could score in the
seventh.
"When they tied the game up
no one panicked," Worthington
said. "Our players knew that we
had the offense to win the
game."
The Colonels managed to
pick up the win as they put one
run on the board in the bottom of
the tenth inning. Christiansen
scored the winning run off of a
double to right-center field from
Bromley, giving Eastern the 4-3
victory.
After pitching the entire first
game of the doubleheader,
Kincaid came in to relieve starter

Shelby Thompson in the seventh
inning. In Kincaid's four innings
of work in the second game, she
allowed only one hit and no runs
to pick up her second win of the
day. Kincaid shared the honors
of being named co-OVC pitcher
of the week for her play against
the Panthers.
Bromley was two for five in
the game with one run and one
RBI.
"Bromley has been really consistent for us all year,"
Worthington said.
The Colonels took on the
University of Kentucky yesterday
and will resume conference
action Saturday when they travel
to Jacksonville State.
Reach Todd at
todd_purvisl@eku.edu

GOLF: Team travels to UK
From Page B4
shot 228 for the tournament to
finish tied for 42nd.
This win gives us some positive momentum going into UK,"
Stephens said.
The Colonels hope to make it
three in a row when they hit the
links again next weekend in the
University of Kentucky /Johnny
Owens Intercollegiate tournament.
"Our team is playing well
enough to win this tournament,"
Williams said. "We're playing
with a lot of confidence and
everyone's games are coming
around."
The Colonels finished fourth
out of 15 in this tournament last

year, posting a total score of 920
despite the weather conditions.
UK is ranked 19th in the country
by GolfStaLcom, and their top
golfer, John Holmes, is ranked
seventh nationally. Holmes was
named to the 2004 Ben Hogan
Award watch list last week and is
also last week's SEC player of
the week. UK has finished in the
top 10 in all but one of their tournaments this year, so they are
the team to beat.
The Colonels are excited
about playing at UK this weekend.
This course is a really good
course for our team." Cain said.
Reach Jill at
jill_stinson 7@eku. edu

LOSS: Colonels fall in last game of series to Tech
From Page B4

play on us." Dominguez said.
Eastern's record fell to 17-3
and 2-1 in the conference as
Tennessee Tech's record
boosted to 3-10 and 1-2 in the
conference.
"Our guys were upset, they
were hanging their heads, but
we're still 17-3. it's not like
we're playing .500 ball,"
Dominguez said. "Hopefully
our guys will learn from the
loss and it will pay dividends
down the road."
The Colonels were led by
Carter, who went three for four
with two runs scored.
Sellers went three for five
on the day with a homer, a run
scored and three RBI's. Sellers
was named OVC Player of the
Week for his performance this
weekend.
"Neil hit the ball great. He
had an unbelievable weekend,"
Dominguez said.
Clark was two for five in the
contest with a homer, a double,
two runs scored and three
RBI's. Clark also threw out a
pair of runners that attempted

to steal in the eighth inning.
Colt Ashman picked up the
win for Tennessee Tech as he
pitched five innings, gave up
six hits and allowed two earnc
runs.
Colonel pitcher Nick Adams
took the loss as he gave up two
runs on one hit in two innings
of work.
The biggest thing a program does is not so much how
they handle adversity, but
more importantly how they
handle success," Dominguez
said. "As soon as you start
believing that you are good you
forget how to work, and if you
start doing that, you are no
longer very good and I hope
that doesn't happen to us."
Saturday
The day before Eastern's
eight-game winning streak
came to an end, the Colonels
took two games from
Tennessee Tech in their conference opener.
Eastern opened Saturday's
play by shutting out the Eagles
by a score of 6-0 in the first
round of the double-header.

Check Out
Eastern's Talk Show
LIVE from Studio B
Wednesday nights at 7:30 p.m.
tune to channel 76 on campus
Can't catch it Wednesday? Don't
worry, you can tuna In for the
rapaats on Mondays and Fridays

The Colonels recorded their
first shutout of the season in
the contest.
Bolger led the Colonels as
he went three for four with a
RBI. while Carter was two for
til e with three runs scored.
Junior pitcher Scott Goetz
picked up the win as he threw
7.2 innings of shutout work and
fanned six Tech batters.
"Scot! Goetz came out on
Saturday and completely dominated the game," Dominguez
said.
In the second game ol tinday. Eastern jumped on Lech
early as they went through two
Eagle pitchers b) scoring
seven runs in the opening
inning of play en route to a 11-3
victory.
Sellers led Eastern by going
two for four with three RBI's
and two runs scored, including
a three-run homer.
Stevenson and V'isnic were
also two for four with a double
and a RBI.
"Bryan Stevenson and
Adam Visnic both played solid
for us this weekend."
Dominguez said.

Freshman pitcher Chris
(irider picked up the win for
the Colonels.
"Chris came out and didn't
really have his best stuff, but
he competed and found a way
to win." Dominguez said.
The Colonels were scheduled to play the University of
Kentucky yesterday, but the
game was postponed due to
inclement weather in the area.
The game is scheduled to be
made up May 18 at Cliff I lagan
Stadium.
Eastern travels to UTMartin this Saturday for a
three-game against the
Skyhawks.
"The only thing that I was
disappointed from this weekend was our effort on Sunday."
Dominguez said. "Our guys
know what it takes to win. and
hopefully we can learn from
the loss and get it done this
weekend at UT Martin."
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Reach Todd at
todd_purvislfieku.edu

Left fielder Stephen Carter takes a pitch in the back during Sunday's
game against Tennessee Tech. Carter was three for four in the game

The Botany Bay
Body Piercing Jewelry
Smoking Accessories
Unique Gifts

Large 1 topping
&

2 Liter of Coke

$6.99

rter Plaza
r

Just off I-75 at exit 87

Cool things fpr,
cool people! -

Behind Suzuki 0 the

Expires 4/8/04

"

ypass

NOW HIRING!

ll-7Mon-Sat 6234367

Domino's
Pizza

623-0030

www.galaxybowling.com
2FOR1
HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY 7-9 P.M.
Hawaiian Tropics Beauty
Contest every Thursday in
April! To enter contact:
www. kytropics.com
Pajama Jam- celebrate Hugh Hefners Birthday!
Friday April 9th. * Contest & prizes* No cover with
Jammies. Sexy lingerie/Best Boxer/Brief contest.
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Hawaiian Tropics
Bud. Bod LL.
Wlsa Man's Wednesday Bud, Bud Lt.
Ladies Night
Amberbock
Jim Beam. Jack Daniels. Jose
(bottles only)
Specials (or Ladies
Michetob Ultra
Cuervo or Three Wise Men
ALL NIGHT!
Draft S1.00
shots only $1 00
$1.25
Hold your next event @ Big Daddy Slims!

Galaxy
Center
Bowling
College night, Thursday night at Galaxy $7 per person
3,000 sq. ft.
arcade!

10 p.m. to 2 a.m. all night bowling
Champions on Thursday, April 1st featuring:

Southern Yankee's
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.if

Friday, and Saturday night
live enterainment by:

"Aftershock"

Bachelor/Bachelorotte parties - Greek events - Birthday parties
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Generation heats
up Richmond stage

^;,

BY KATIE WEITKAMP

^^ri^fl

Managing editor

__*^____|__L

Friday night M.F. Hooligan's hosted an out-of-town band, but (heir taleni. unfortunately, fell upon few ears
when fewer than 25 people showed
up.
Generation, ot Orlando. Fla., has
been playing in Richmond for at least
three years now. Forgetting downlown closes at midnight, the band
played a short set. about 45 minutes,
but the intensity of the concert never
let up.
Brothers Keith and Michael
Holecek started Generation and are
committed to the success of the independent band. Keith takes care of
vocals while Michael plays guitar.
Bassist Paul Rippee and drummer
John Wade recently joined the band.
After listening to their album a couple times I wasn't sure I got it. but seeing them live made me understand.
This band is definitely one to see live.
even il you aren't too sun- about their
recorded music.
Watching Keith sing on stage is
like
watching
Jim
Morrisson's drug swagger
placed in Eddie Vedder's
body. While he may seem a
little out of it. he never
misses a beat and even surprises you with his dancing, though it may need a

Nathan Gray/Progress

Jazz it up
The Saint Louis Brass Quintet came to campus Saturday as part ot EKU
Brass Day 2004 The quintent played a concert and taught master classes.

Future of rock looks dim

s

In the

ound
Booth
with Kiitic
Weitkamp

"The Future of K(»k and Roll" is sad
these days, at leas) on the radio. The
famous 97X oul <>f Oxford, Ohio,
announced earlier this year they sold
their radio frequency and will no longer
broadcast on the radio waves, It's going
to an Internet broadcast -only format.
If you're not from Cincinnati. Dayton
or Oxford, you may be familiar with ihe
station via the Internet, or maybe you
remember that scene in "Rain Man"
when Dennis Hoffman says "97X BAM!
The Future of KIRK and Roll" That's tin
radio station I'm talking about,
ITie station is completely different
from any format I've heard in Richmond
or Lexington, and I was happy I could
listen to it at home (on clear nights) 01
mi my computer, but 97X leaving Ihe
radio waves is depressing.
Apparently the future of rock 'n' roll
is not the radio; it must be music video--.
IDs and Web sites. This is especially
sad for someone who doesn't have 11 I >
player in their car (hey. some of us still

drive '87 Celicas). Iliere is no point in
scanning the airwaves when there's
never anything pleasing to my ears.
I really ban mis trend of radio stations
closing. In case you forgot, Eastern's student-run WXII closed las! semester.
Iliere is ihe same 20-song rotation on
the oldies station and the same 10-song
rotation on the |»pp stations. As lor country radio, I don't know a whole lot about it
— sorry I'm not ;i lan
'i7\ is one of the most famous radio
siaiions in the country, possibly because
of iis Interne! she, but also because of
its eclectic music. Nowhere else have I
heard John Vanderslice, Camera
()bscura. Sigur Ros or Azure Kay on the
radio. And 97X was playing Death Cab
forCutie, N*E*R*D, Hen Kweuer.The
Get Up Kids and The Von Bondies far
before anyone else in this area.
I'm glad Linda and Doug Balogh
started up the station in lilKt; I just wish
ii could have lasted on the radio limner.

little polishing.

Generation opened the
concert with "Don't You
Think," one of its softer
songs. It changed things up
with "She Was a Diver." a harder rocking song with a haunting bassline that
echoes the lyrics "She was a lover /
She didn't love me." Their live version
actually featured smoother vocals
than on their album version.
Following the first two songs.
Generation went political in
"Revolution." encouraging everyone
in attendance to vole at the next election, even if they decide to vote for the

For anyone interested, the Southgate
House iii Newport is having a Sign Off,
Dig On Show on May 2. The Southgate
House isn't allowed to say which radio
station this is a tribute to. but I think we
all have a pretty good idea. Hands to
play ibis u'ig air TI'.A.
lor more information on the !I7X
switch to Internet, visit www.woxy.com.

"wrong person."

Reach Katie <it
katht 'mi weitkatn@tku.tdu
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Keith and Michael Holecek. members of the Orlando. Fla.. band
Generation, played at M.F. Hooligans Friday night.

Politics were followed
by the elements, with "In
the Rain" and later in
"Where Cindy Wanted Me,"
with its repeating "Fun fun in
the sun."
Generation puts on a good
show no matter how many people show up or how many people dance. Only around the last
half of the show did anyone
decide lo bus( a move, and even
(hen it was. most of the time,
just the bartender.
Dramatic lighting also played an
imixirtant part in the concert giving
most or all of the focus to Keith, who
at times seemed shy or strung-out and
simply smiled at the audience.
Also. I liked that the band was political. Their "Minds" has lyrics like
"Gotta be civil / just trying to be liberal / we're not fashionable / we want
our minds / It's something to be
about nothing / no new creations with
you on our minds." but the concert

did not turn into a political commentary or attack on a more conservative
state than to which Generation is
used.
In the end the band invited a couple of friends lo the stage to sing and
play with them. Some of them were
formerly in the band, and some were
Richmond locals who worked at the
bar.
Generation put on an excellent performance; it's just a shame no one was
in (own to hear it. or those who were
chose to go to bars without live music.
More information on Generation
can be found at www.generationmusic.com.
I give Generation's Friday performance four palettes out of five.

,/,/,/,/
Reach Katie at
katherine wcitkam Ueku. edu

Progress Classifieds

Call:
6221881

Find money, find a car, find an apartment, find a job, find a deal, find a pet, find books, find a honey ...
l-IFI D
HELP
WANTED
Help
Wanted
Great
Summer
Camp Jobs
What
are your plans this
summer9
We're
going sailing, windsurfing, swimming
and
more!
Girl
Scouts
ot
Kentuckiana
now
hiring for Bear Creek
Aquatic Camp &
Camp Pennyroyal
Counselors/Lifeguar
ds ( we can tram).
Boating
Staff.
Waterfront Director
(WSI),
Health
Supervisors
&
Cooks.
Great
Benefits, fun traditions
&
playful
atmosphere1 Apply
online
at
www kygirlscoutcamps.org or call 1888-771-5170
ext.234.
Help
Wanted:
Needed
Immediately:
Cooks.
Servers.
Bartenders.
Bussers/Dishwasher
s. For Resturant on
the
River
Experience
Required
Great
Working
environment
Great
Management
&
Ownership.
Call
Clark at 859-6241733 or 859-6231176, leave a message
Help

Wanted:

Campus

Spokesperson
Needed.$15 00 per
hour job on campus.
Campus information
Services is currently
seeking a highly
motivated student.
Must have strong

interpersonal skills
and be very outgoing. For more information call . 800375-5701.
Help
Wanted:
Recreation
Aide
Conduct recreation
activities
for
adult/geriatric population.
Immediate
part time postion
Saturday & Sunday
1-4 p.m. & one
evening
off
per
month
Richmond
Health
and
Rehab/Madison 131
Meadowlark
Dr.
Richmond Ky E O E

FOR SALE:
3-4 Bedroom. 2 full
bath home on culde-sac; cosy deck,
mature noes Home
in great condition.
Many
improvements. ■ hin walking distance i F""U
Call Lisa @ 5821010.
FOR SALE: 1999
SATURN SL2 A:
power bo:,roof. CD.
5-speed.
low
mileage, warranty.
S5500 obo. Call 502229-2912.

FREEBIES
Free Makeover: For
females with long,
straight hair (shoulder length or longer)
Sponsored by Locks
of Love Call Hair
Sensations Beauty
Salon 626-5005

■■■■"■»-^—i^^—
Health & Beauty
Fiee Prescription Medica' age
Sponsored by US

„■ ■»

.

Available- 2 Bedroom.
1-1/2 Bath with deck
W D hookup Clean 8
quiet No pels 5820483

pharn
Call
HXAiD love il /uu quality 1-800-61' B331
t
HEALTHCARE FOR THE
ENTIRE FAMILY S89 95
monthly No age restrictions, includes dental.
Vision pre-existing conditions accepted unlimited
usage. 500.000 doctors
800732-4969
MEDICARE DIABETESi
Meter' No Cost Diabetes Supplies' Join Diabetes Care Club FREE
membership FREE Home
Delivery 1-800-287-1737
Quality now1
'

NEED AFFORDABLE
HEALTHCARE'
S59 87/mo per family. No
limitations' All PreEmsting
conditions OK
CALL UNITED FAMILY"
1-800-235-9209 Ext

1057
CE06620

Apartments For
Rent
4 Bedroom 3 bath many
extras Walk to campus

Call 606-346-4200
or 606-669 0570
Availabe now. 1 bedroom
Cottage Apt
utilities p.nd close
to University Lease Deposit 624 1577.624-0033

I ni 2 Hi <l

, Hi.

nv Yuu IH--

VUW.IHI |M

math,

Free cal- Female, abl
859-622-2676

HfV.kl.t1MU.

Call to Find Out How

LARGE 2 BEDROOM
Townhouse Apt Extra
Nice. GUARANTEED
QUIET S495 623-3486
Near EKU. utilities pd. 3
bedroom $600 Main tloor
$430 Basement $265
Lease • deposit 582-

1250
New 3 bedroom. 2-1/2
bath. 1 car garage $450
deposit. $700 /mo. re it
. Utilities
582-6772

New 2 bedroom. 1-1/2
bath. Townhouse. 2 Available in Beaumont Subd
Berea $99 00 first month
rent W/S525 deposits
1 year lease
859-893-4895.
Small apt. between Richmond & Berea All utilities.
cable & furniture
furnished
Suitable for 1 person only.
$375 /month
Call 986-2299

Spacious 1 Bedroom Apt
In Berea $325/month •
Utilities. . $325 Deposit
No pets For inquiries,
call 624-5937 MF 8 5

Available Now. 3 bedroom.
112 b.ilh single garage
w/d hookup. S625 • Deposrl Call 859-893-3140

DDDD DDD
I ll.lim \pl A. ] ll.liin

1 Bedroom. 1-1/2 Bath w
washer, dryer, dishwasher
Deposit required
624 8028

Mud.
D*t M"s
\lurrm\ lU-nt.ik

Oepoilt

Limited time only
450 N. Keeneland Drive

FOR RENT
2 Bedroom apartment
1-1/2 bath w d hookup
Call 582-6431. 623-5202

rovynhouxi MJ-9H6.
- 624-211*.

$ 99. 00

•:i"| Deposit, (all
Bradford Plan \|»iv
|IHI.H ::

Pets and Supplies
1 yr old Shots, spayed

1 block from EKU.
Student leases ava. Spacious. 2bdrms 2-1/2
ba,
w/d hookup, covered
deck.
Utilities paid 625-5757

North Ridge Apt*.

Yog Can Receive
1/2 OFF April Rent.
1,2. & 3 Bedrooms
> Pool. Tennis Court.
Fitness Center. 24hr
Maint Dishwasher.
W/D Hookup. Fireplace

623-1090
www towneBfOBiOrn

2004 Gold Circle Awards
The Columbia Scholastic Press Association s 21 st Gold
Circle Awards attracted 12,930 entries from colleges, universities and secondary schools throughout the United
States. Awards were given March 19 in New York City.

Eastern Progress Winners:
Personality-Profile:
Certificate of Merit
for "Professor
inspired by racism
helps lead city"

Cartoons,
Editorial:
Certificate of
Merit for
"Students come
first" artwork

northndge

1 & 2 bedroom apartments, laccu/zi. security,
washer/dryer, fireplace
No pels Oft Exit 77 in
Berea
624-5001

1 Bedroom W'D hookup
Stove, relngerator.
dishwasher, whirlpool
308 Mc Dugal
7924118

205 Keystone. 2 bedroon.
1 bath spacious living/dminy, kitchen appliances,
deck No pels $415 mo
.$300 dep 859-314-7011

3 bedroom 2-1/2 bath 1
car garage, nice neighborhood. First Richmond
Rental. 626-5162.

Photography:
Certificate of
Merit for Feature
Portfolio

Photography:
Certificate of Merit
for Sports Portfolio
and 2nd Place for
"One Last Time"
photo presentation

1 & 2 Bedroom Apti, Ava
Now.
Lease,
deposit
Stove. Refrigerator, heat &
Air 623-2603. 623-0918

1 b 2 tkdrteat flats
6JjJMfcJJBU_
Refrigerator. Stove. Central Heat/air. W/D Hookup
Some units provide washers & dryers. 1 mth free
w/l2mth lease No Pets
Town 6 Ctuntnj Rentals.
624-2796.

Nathan Bullock

Cassandra Kirby

Nathan Gray
Info Graphics: 2nd
place portfolio

Eastern Progress Staff 2003
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Gotta pimped out ride? Do you have some sweet rims, or slammin'
sound system? Give Tracy a call at 622-1882 or e-mail her at
tracy_haney5@eku.edu to talk about it.

